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SABIC is a world leading petrochemical and industrial

SAUDI BASIC INDUSTRIES CORPORATION

manufacturer and the largest, most consistently profitable,

The Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC) was established by a
royal decree in 1976 to use natural gas, associated with the
production of crude oil, as feedstock for the production of chemicals,
polymers and fertilizers. The Saudi Arabian government currently
owns 70% of SABIC shares with shareholders from Gulf Cooperation
Gouncil (GCC) member states holding the remaining 30%. SABIC is
the Middle East’s largest non-oil company.

public company in the Middle East.
SABIC supplies high-quality chemicals and industrial
products that are fundamental to the quality of life in
countries and communities around the world

Sharing our futures

Headquartered in Riyadh, SABIC has two large industrial sites, one in
the eastern Saudi city of Al-Jubail and the other in the western
coastal city of Yanbu. Most of its manufacturing affiliates are based
in these cities, while one is located in the Eastern Province city of
Dammam. SABIC’s newest affiliate, Yanbu National Petrochemical
Company (YANSAB), is currently under construction. SABIC also has
interests in three regional ventures based in Bahrain.
SABIC Europe has two petrochemical production sites, in Geleen (The
Netherlands) and Gelsenkirchen (Germany), for the production,
marketing and sale of polypropylene, polyethylene and hydrocarbons.
SABIC has six Strategic Business Units (SBUs): Basic Chemicals;
Intermediates; Polyolefins; PVC and Polyester; Fertilizers and Metals.
A Shared Services Organization provides common services across
the SABIC business in the Kingdom. The corporate core consists of
Human Resources; Corporate Finance; Corporate Control and
Research and Technology (R&T).
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SABIC relies on its own Research and Technology (R&T)
department for technology development, technical support to
customers and for the improvement of manufacturing methods.
Its main center in Riyadh is supported by R&T operations in AlJubail; Houston, in the USA; Geleen in the Netherlands and
Vadodara in India. This global reach allows R&T to tap international
expertise and to provide technical support close to the customers.

Our vision is to be
a leading global
manufacturer and
marketer of
hydrocarbon and
metal products

SABIC is the world’s fourth largest producer of polyolefins. It is the
world’s third largest producer of polyethylene and the fourth
largest producer of polypropylene.
SABIC is also the world’s single largest producer and exporter of
granular urea and one of the world’s top producers of Olefins.
SABIC lays great stress on developing its human resources. Eightyfive percent of its workforce in Saudi Arabia is composed of Saudi
nationals. At the same time, SABIC seeks to provide a secure
career to an international workforce. Employees undergo intense
training and their efforts are appropriately rewarded.
The health and safety of employees together with care for the
environment remain a top priority for SABIC. SABIC plants have
been built with advanced pollution control mechanisms.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
SABIC set a new financial record in 2005, thanks to its prudent
financial management and close cooperation between its affiliates,
customers and stakeholders.
Net profits in 2005 touched SR 19.2 billion, a 35% increase over
the previous year’s figure, while revenues rose to SR 78 billion, a
14% increase. The profit growth average over the past five years
was 58% and the average of sales growth was 25%.
The company’s total assets stood at SR 137 billion at the end of
2005, an increase of 10% over the previous year’s figure. It
represented a 54% increase when compared to the figure five years
ago. The value of current assets stood at SR 56 billion establishing the
company's firm ability to fulfill its current obligations. Shareholders
equity rose to SR 62 billion, a 22% increase over the 2004 figure.
SABIC has strengthened its global position and is now the 10th
largest petrochemical company in the world and the largest non-oil
company in the Middle East.
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COMPANY OVERVIEW

Basic Chemicals

Polyolefins

Basic Chemicals, SABIC’s largest Strategic Business Unit (SBU),
accounts for around 40% of the company’s total production.
Produced from hydrocarbon feedstocks, such as methane, ethane,
propane and butane, they are basic to petrochemical production and
are essential for the manufacture of industrial and consumer goods.

SABIC produces two major polyolefin derivatives – polyethylene
and polypropylene, making it the world’s third largest producer of
polyethylene and the fourth largest producer of polypropylene.
Overall, SABIC is now the world’s fourth largest polymer producer
and provides the world’s most comprehensive portfolio of
polymer resins from a single producer-supplier.

The bulk of the Basic Chemicals SBU products are exported
worldwide. The SBU comprises three main sections – Olefins,
Aromatics and Oxygenates. Olefins include ethylene, propylene,
butadiene and butene-1 product lines, which are mainly used in
other SABIC downstream plants. Oxygenates include methanol,
crude industrial ethanol (CIE) and the high-octane gasolineblending component methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE). The
Aromatics products are styrene, benzene, pyrolysis gasoline and
paraxylene. Paraxylene is used commonly in polyester production.
Major products in 2005

‘000 metric tons

Ethylene
Methanol
MTBE (Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether)
Propylene
Styrene
Benzene
Paraxylene
Pyrolysis Gasoline
CIE (Crude Industrial Ethanol)
Butadiene
Butene-1
SABIC Europe
Total production

7,150
4,090
3,350
750
950
400
250
90
140
100
150
3,012
20,432

Intermediates
The four main product segments of SABIC’s Intermediates SBU are
Fiber Intermediates, Industrial Gases, Chemical Intermediates and
Linear Alpha Olefins.
Fiber Intermediates include mono ethylene glycol (MEG), diethylene glycol (DEG), tri-ethylene glycol (TEG), and Purified
Terephthalic Acid (PTA). SABIC is one of the world’s biggest
marketers of ethylene glycol.
Chemical Intermediates include ethylene dichloride (EDC), caustic
soda, 2-ethyl hexanol (2-EH), di-octyle phthalate (DOP) and vinyl
chloride monomer (VCM). VCM, produced from EDC, is used in
the manufacture of polyvinyl chloride, popularly known as PVC.
Linear Alpha Olefins (LAO) include butane-1, hexane-1, octene-1,
decene-1, dodecene-1, C14-C18, and C20+. LAOs applications
range from co-monomers for polyethylene productions to polyalpha-olefins (PAOs).
Major products in 2005
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‘000 metric tons

Mono Ethylene Glycol (MEG)
Di-Ethylene Glycol (DEG)
Tri-Ethylene Glycol (TEG)
Purified Terephthalic Acid (PTA)
Ethylene Di-Chloride (EDC)
Caustic Soda (NaOH)
2- Ethylene Hexanol (2EH)
Di-Octyle Phthalate (DOP)
Vinyl Chloride Monomer (VCM)
Iso-Butyl Aldehyde (IBAL)
Gases

3,055
296
18
378
845
652
146
26
422
17
3,589

Total production

9,444

The majority of these products are exported to the global
markets, meeting a demanding customer base. The company has
successfully integrated its European assets, virtually doubling its
overall production. Moreover, it has increased its international
presence to provide better customer services by opening sales
and customer sales offices in Turkey and Egypt.
Major products in 2005

‘000 metric tons

Fertilizers
SABIC’s Fertilizers SBU consists of two departments – Urea and
Ammonia/Phosphates. Its product range includes urea, ammonia,
di-ammonium phosphate, compound, liquid fertilizers and sulfuric
acid. These products are used in the agriculture sector in a
number of countries to produce higher yields of quality crops.
SABIC has, over the years, consolidated its capability and
experience to build a strong foundation for the supply of
fertilizers needed for global food security. SABIC’s success in the
fertilizer business has been achieved by being receptive to the
needs of its customers – offering them a wide range of quality
products and services.
Major products in 2005

‘000 metric tons

Polyethylenes
• KSA (Total SABIC plus partners)
• SABIC Europe

3,995
1,191

Ammonia
Urea
Phosphate, Compound and Liquid
Sulfuric Acid

2,162
2,839
317
100

Polypropylenes
• KSA (Total SABIC plus partners)
• SABIC Europe

679
1,094

Total production

5,418

Total production

6,959

PVC and Polyester
The products produced by the PVC and Polyester SBU include
polyvinyl chloride (PVC), polystyrene (PS), polyester and melamine.
This SBU has been instrumental in the formation of the Middle
East plastics industry.
PVC has many applications, ranging from credit cards to
connection pipes, door and window frames, lining and protection
of cables, packaging, automobile parts, slides, films as well as
medical products. SABIC produces two kinds of PVC, Suspension
PVC (SPVC) and Emulsion PVC (EPVC). The latter is used to make
specialty products. SPVC represents 95 percent of total PVC
production.
PVC, polystyrene, polyester and melamine products are
manufactured by SABIC affiliates Arabian Petrochemical Company
(PETROKEMYA), Arabian Industrial Fibers Company (IBN RUSHD) and
Saudi Arabian Fertilizer Company (SAFCO).
Major products in 2005

Metals
The Saudi Iron and Steel Company (HADEED) forms the core of
the SABIC Metals SBU. The SBU also manages SABIC’s stakes in two
aluminum manufacturing companies in Bahrain - Aluminum
Bahrain (ALBA) and Gulf Aluminum Rolling Mill Company
(GARMCO) - and the SABAYEK Ferroalloy Smelter in Jubail.
The Jubail-based HADEED is the largest steel manufacturing
company in the Middle East and one of the largest fully integrated
complexes of its kind in the world. It is an active member in the
Arab Iron and Steel Union and the International Iron and Steel
Institute. It produces Long Steel Products and Flat Steel Products.
Major products in 2005

‘000 metric tons

Long steel products
Flat steel products

2,706
1,059

Total production

3,765

‘000 metric tons

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
Polystyrene (PS)
Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) Resin
Polyester Fibers
Textile Chips
Melamine

406
174
73
87
40
21

Total production

801
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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT

With optimum use of
investments at its facilities
and through a series of
plans geared toward
expanding capacity, SABIC
has been able to meet its
market requirements

SABIC’s remarkable success has continued into 2005. We
have done this through sound strategic planning,
strengthening the company’s contribution to national
development plans, facing up to global competition,
establishing lasting relationships with local and
international stakeholders, and ensuring we never lose
sight of our high quality standards.
As hard work begets success, our hard work has proven to
be fruitful. In 2005, SABIC reported its highest ever profits
and maintained a strong record in productivity, marketing,
technology and overall development.
Earlier in 2005, The Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques,
King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz, laid the foundation stone for
Yanbu-2, in the city of Yanbu. This mega-project is being
undertaken by the Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbu.
Along with Jubail-2, Yanbu-2 will provide the groundwork
for SABIC to continue to advance its product innovation
and manufacturing capacities.
SABIC also registered several important new patents in
2005. These new patents further demonstrate our
technology leadership. They reflect the company’s
continued excellence in research and technology. The
development of new technologies is a key way to face up
to an increasingly competitive global marketplace. In
2005, Saudi Arabia joined the World Trade Organization
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(WTO). SABIC is at the forefront of the Kingdom’s
presence in global markets.
In 2005 we also inaugurated our acetic acid plant in Yanbu
which was developed by SABIC technology. This was a
further indication of the company’s constant quest for
technological advancement. The future of the business is
increasingly in our hands.
In these times of growing competition, upholding our
quality standards and increasing output are business
imperatives. With optimum use of investments at its
facilities and through a series of plans geared toward
expanding capacity, SABIC has been able to meet its
market requirements. At the same time, the company is
well prepared to meet future demand. All this while SABIC
has remained fully committed to the total quality concepts
and to international regulations that govern both industrial
and environmental safety.

Even as SABIC grows in strength year after year, it has built
strong relationships with the communities in which it
works. SABIC has been constantly meeting its
responsibilities as a good global citizen. The company has
lent a helping hand in support of charitable projects
worldwide, besides making effective contributions to the
local community.
SABIC believes that its focus on innovation and excellence
are fundamental to success. There is no room for
complacency in our strong commitment to business. Our
success is based on hard work. That amazing collective
effort must continue. The rewards are clear.

H. H. Prince Saud bin Thunayan Al-Saud
Chairman of the SABIC Board of Directors,
Chairman of the Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbu

SABIC’s vision and mission statements clearly reflect the
company’s goal of becoming one of the world’s largest
petrochemical companies. SABIC has a genuine global
base, having successfully crossed domestic and regional
markets. SABIC has a multinational workforce that is worldclass in their respective areas of specialization. The
company relies heavily on its human resources – its hardworking employees – to maintain its winning ways.
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SABIC’s status as a global leader

VICE CHAIRMAN AND CEO'S REPORT

was enhanced in 2005. In a major
boost to SABIC’s international
standing, Bloomberg ranked SABIC
as the 13th largest company in the
world by market capitalization.
Similarly, SABIC was ranked as the
second largest company outside of
the United States and the United
Kingdom by market value

SABIC is the most consistently profitable public company in
the Middle East, and one of the world’s great
petrochemical and industrial manufacturers. That is both
a point of great pride for all those associated with the
company, and an awesome responsibility to uphold and
improve on in the future.
In 2005, SABIC increased the momentum of the growth
that the company has enjoyed in recent years. The
company registered a record profit of SR 19.2 billion in
2005 – a 35% rise over the previous year’s returns, while
production rose by 9% to reach 46.7 million metric tons.
Overall SABIC’s sales touched 36.6 million metric tons.
SABIC and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
SABIC continues to take a leadership role in Saudi Arabia’s
national and international commerce. The company meets
the requirements of the national downstream industries,
and provides top quality technical support services. The
company has also contributed significantly to the Kingdom’s
success in agriculture, construction and to the countries
GDP in general. The value of sales to national sectors
exceeded SR 15.4 billion. SABIC has further contributed to
improving the national balance of payments through
exports, which exceeded SR 44.8 billion. The company’s
efforts have thus earned the country valuable hard currency,
and supplied the local market with most of the required
petrochemical, steel and fertilizer products.
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Achievements
2005 saw some important milestones. The Custodian of
the Two Holy Mosques, King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz
launched a number of SABIC projects in the city of Yanbu.
An important project was the new acetic acid plant at
SABIC affiliate, IBN RUSHD. With an annual production
capacity of 34,000 mt/y, the plant will eliminate the need
for SABIC to import acetic acid and support our reputation
as innovators in international markets.
King Abdullah also laid the foundation stone of SABIC’s
newest affiliate, Yanbu National Petrochemical Company
(YANSAB), which is poised to be one of the world’s largest
petrochemical complexes with a capacity of more than 4
mmt/y. YANSAB’s IPO offering was over two times
oversubscribed, indicating the public’s growing confidence
in SABIC and the Saudi market in general.
Global leadership
SABIC’s status as a global leader was enhanced in 2005.
In a major boost to SABIC’s international standing,
Bloomberg ranked SABIC as the 13th largest company in
the world by market capitalization. Similarly, SABIC was
ranked as the second largest company outside of the
United States and the United Kingdom by market value.
Both Standard & Poor’s and Fitch Ratings also recognised
SABIC’s strong financial position by assigning the company
a corporate credit rating of ‘A’. These ratings reflect the

company’s leading global position, increasing profitability
during the last five years and its strong record of honoring
long and short-term financial commitments.
In recognition of SABIC’s strengths in the industrial sector,
the company was judged to be the Best Manufacturing
Company in the Middle East for 2005. SABIC’s reputation
as an outstanding company in terms of organization and
production and its leading position in the world of
petrochemicals were the underlining factors that won it
the award.
Once SABIC’s existing expansion projects are complete, its
annual production capacity is expected to reach 51 mmt
in 2006, and reach up to 60 mmt in 2008. Expansion
projects are currently underway in several affiliates,
including the Saudi Iron and Steel Company (HADEED),
Saudi Arabian Fertilizer Company (SAFCO), Saudi Methanol
Company (AR-RAZI) and Arabian Petrochemical Company
(PETROKEMYA). And this does not include the new
petrochemical complex in Yanbu, the Yanbu National
Petrochemical Company (YANSAB).
Quality and industrial safety
SABIC has always focused its attention on customer
satisfaction. Throughout the year, the company has
supported total quality concepts by forging close cooperation
between its affiliates and research and technology centers.
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Both Standard & Poor’s and Fitch
Ratings also recognised SABIC’s
strong financial position by
assigning the company a corporate
credit rating of ‘A’. These ratings
reflect the company’s leading global
position, increasing profitability
during the last five years and its
strong record of honoring long and
short-term financial commitments

SABIC is also committed to strict compliance with
international industrial and environmental safety standards.
To further underline this commitment, the company has
instituted annual safety and environment awards. At the
same time, SABIC affiliates have also been recognized
internationally for their high safety achievements. In 2005,
the Eastern Petrochemical Company (SHARQ) received a
prestigious award from the British Safety Council for top
performance in the field of industrial and environmental
safety. SABIC affiliates have achieved more than 106 million
safe man hours without lost time or injuries.

make the company’s business more consistent. A
centralization and process review was also completed – all
of which means structural changes that solidifies SABIC’s
leadership position for the future.

Long-term investment
SABIC recognizes manpower as its long-term investment
and a key element in its success. The company intensified
its efforts to provide every care to its workforce in order to
maintain levels of satisfaction in the workplace. SABIC has
also instituted a work committee as an effective means of
communication between the company management and
its employees.

Social mission
Even as SABIC continues to excel in the world of
international business, it has continued to contribute to
our global society whenever the need has arisen. It
provided financial and material support to social bodies,
vocational institutions and charitable societies, including
the Disabled Children Society. SABIC funded several
scientific chairs and set up scholarship programs. The
company also sponsors several economic and cultural
conferences and seminars. In 2005, the company raised SR
80 million for the Centennial Fund, which supports small
and medium enterprises under a program that will create
nearly 4,000 job opportunities for Saudi nationals in the
next five years.

FANAR lights the future
A significant development in 2005 was the successful
completion of SABIC’s business change program, named
FANAR – Arabic for lighthouse. The program involved
implementing a new Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) to
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By implementing ERP/SAP, SABIC aims to improve efficiency
and effectiveness and strengthen its competitive edge by
operating as a single, cohesive and coordinated unit in the
global market place. This mega project is closely linked to
the Shared Services Organization as part of a new business
model adopted by SABIC.

A momentous development in 2005 was Saudi Arabia’s
accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO). Though
analysts have predicted benefits to the petrochemical
industry with this move, the WTO will also leave SABIC
faced with further challenges arising out of market
liberalization and renewed competition. We are confident
that SABIC will meet these challenges and retain its level of
achievements.
We believe that the future holds even greater success for
SABIC. The challenges we face will be no less than those
we have faced in the past. But with the right people, and
an effective strategy, we will meet the future with great
confidence and hope.

Mohamed H. Al-Mady
Vice Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
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2005 MILESTONES

SABIC scholarship program
SABIC launched its student scholarship program by
sponsoring nearly 100 Saudi students to study in the US
and Canada. The students were selected on the basis of
their academic standing, intelligence and aptitude. On
completion of their studies, SABIC may employ these
students.

New polypropylene range
SABIC launched a new polypropylene range – SABIC PP CPC
Clearpact Range. It is the first of its kind to be introduced
in the market. Its uniqueness lies in the fact that it
combines the transparency of a random copolymer with
the impact of a block-copolymer, giving ‘best of both
worlds’ results to the customers.

‘CEO of the Year’ award

SABIC’s new affiliate, YANSAB

SABIC Vice Chairman and CEO Mohammed H. Al-Mady won
the ‘The CEO of the Year’ award for the industrial sector in the
Middle East. The award, instituted by the Middle East Awards
Institute in 2004, was presented to Mr. Al-Mady at a function
in Dubai. The award is to encourage executive managers in
various sectors and inspire them to achieve excellence.

Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques King Abdullah (then
Crown Prince) laid the foundation stone of SABIC’s latest
affiliate, Yanbu National Petrochemical Company (YANSAB),
which will be one of the world’s largest petrochemical
complexes. It will produce 3.6 million mt/y of ethylene glycol, ethylene, propylene, polyethylene and other petrochemical products.

integrity. Its philosophy is
firmly rooted in the
principles of shared success
- to enable win-win

Safety prize for HADEED
The Saudi Iron and Steel Company (HADEED) won the Gold
Award of the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents
(RoSPA) for the second year in a row, once again proving
HADEED’s commitment to safety. The importance of the
award can be gauged from the fact that the 80-year-old
society presents the award only to those companies that
meet stringent health and safety requirements for over
four consecutive years.

SABIC prides itself on its

IBN ZAHR wins two safety awards
The Saudi European Petrochemical Company (IBN ZAHR)
won international safety prizes from two reputed,
international organizations – the British Safety Council and
the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents. The
awards are the result of the affiliate’s effective safety-related
activities, including lecture programs and training courses.

situations between the
company and stakeholders

SABIC ranked 13th largest company
New acetic acid technology
SABIC took a major technological leap when its first-ever
acetic acid plant was inaugurated at IBN RUSHD in Yanbu.
The technology, which is wholly owned and patented to
SABIC, took seven years to perfect. Acetic acid will now no
longer need to be imported.
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Bloomberg ranked SABIC as the 13th largest in the world in
terms of market capitalization. The company was also
rated the second largest by market value outside the US
and UK. Standard & Poor’s and Fitch Ratings also assigned
SABIC corporate credit ratings ‘A’, reflecting SABIC’s sound
financial position.
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BASIC CHEMICALS

Oxygenates Removal Unit (ORU) was commissioned as part
of the revamp project and the test run of the MTBE III unit
was successfully completed in the first week of June, 2005.
Various measures are continuously being taken to increase
MTBE production. These include maximizing unit
throughputs and conversion levels and optimizing plant
parameters to achieve improved yields. As a result of this,
new records of the highest daily MTBE production and the
highest monthly production both in MTBE I and II plants
were achieved. An all time highest daily production of
4,844 MT of MTBE was achieved on May 31, 2005. The
highest ever monthly MTBE production of 55,649 mt was
achieved in MTBE I plant and 83,508 mt was achieved in
MTBE II plant during the month of May.
Basic Chemicals, SABIC’s largest Strategic Business Unit
(SBU), accounts for around 40% of the company’s total
production. Produced from hydrocarbon feedstocks, such
as methane, ethane, propane and butane, they are basic
to petrochemical production and are essential for the
manufacture of industrial and consumer goods.
The bulk of Basic Chemicals SBU products are exported
worldwide. The SBU comprises three main sections –
Olefins, Aromatics and Oxygenates. Olefins include
ethylene, propylene, butadiene and butene-1 product
lines, which are mainly used in other SABIC downstream
plants. Oxygenates include methanol, crude industrial
ethanol (CIE) and the high-octane gasoline-blending
component methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE). The
Aromatics products are styrene, benzene, pyrolysis
gasoline and paraxylene. Paraxylene is used commonly in
polyester production.
SABIC produces basic chemicals through its manufacturing
affiliates, where expansion projects are ongoing to boost
capacity even further. In Yanbu, SABIC has established a joint
stock company, Yanbu National Petrochemical Company
(YANSAB). The company is scheduled to produce 4 million
mt/y of ethylene, propylene, polyethylene, ethylene glycol
and other petrochemical products.
IBN ZAHR’s MTBE plant continues to develop in accordance
with the latest technology and market trends. The revamp
of the MTBE III unit (Unit 450) was successfully completed
and commissioned in early January, 2005. A new
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The styrene facility in Al-Jubail is the world’s largest
conventional production site. The Saudi Petrochemical
Company (SADAF) is planning to build a third world-scale
styrene plant to increase its production capacity by over
60% and make it the largest single-complex producer of
styrene in the world. In June, 2005, the company received
a recommendation from the British Standards Institute
auditors to upgrade the company’s ISO certification 14001
to BSI 2004.

SABIC is one of the world’s
largest producers and exporters
of basic chemicals – the building
block for SABIC success

The Saudi Methanol Company (AR-RAZI) is currently in the
midst of its fifth expansion project. It has awarded a
contract for the engineering and construction of AR-RAZI 5
to a Japanese company. The project is expected to go on
stream in the first quarter of 2008 with a methanol
production capacity of 1.7 million mt/y.
In February 2005, SABIC awarded a program management
services contract for the engineering, procurement and
construction management of the third expansion project
at the Eastern Petrochemical Company (SHARQ) to a British
company. The expansion at SHARQ will add another 2.9
million mt/y of ethylene, propylene, polyethylene and
ethylene glycol by 2008.
The Basic Chemicals SBU’s core ethylene and propylene
product lines will be further strengthened with these
expansions.
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INTERMEDIATES

SABIC’s Intermediates SBU manufactures a variety of
products that are critical to the downstream industries. It
produces these essential chemical components for its own
industrial processes, as feedstock for the company’s
affiliates, and for export to global markets. The four main
product segments of SABIC’s Intermediates SBU are Fiber
Intermediates, Industrial Gases, Chemical Intermediates
and Linear Alpha Olefins.
Fiber Intermediates include mono ethylene glycol (MEG),
di-ethylene glycol (DEG), tri-ethylene glycol (TEG), and
purified terephthalic acid (PTA).
SABIC will become the world’s leading producer of ethylene
glycol (EG) once its affiliate, Jubail United Petrochemical
Company (UNITED), starts its second EG production unit
(625,000 mt/y) in the first half of 2006. A Letter of Intent
(LOI) was signed with a Japanese company for the design,
supply and construction of an EG plant at YANSAB, the new
company. The plant will have capacity of 700,000 mt/y of
EG. All in all, YANSAB is scheduled to produce 3.6 million
mt/y of ethylene glycol, ethylene, propylene, polyethylene
and other petrochemical products.

In 2006, SABIC’s total EG production is expected to reach 3.9
million mt/y, meeting over 22% of global demand. Of this,
1.6 million mt will be produced at the Eastern Petrochemical
Company (SHARQ) in Jubail, 1.35 million mt at the Jubail
United Petrochemical Company (UNITED) and 950.000 mt at
the Saudi Yanbu Petrochemical Company (YANPET).

LAOs applications range from co-monomers for polymer
(HDPE, LLDPE, etc.) production, PolyAlphaOlefins (PAOs) that
are used in synthetic lubricants, and in various chemical
intermediates, surfactants, detergent alcohols, lube oil
additives, plasticizer alcohols and oilfield chemicals.

SHARQ signed a contract with a Korean firm to construct
an ethylene glycol plant with a production capacity of
700,000 mt/y. It also signed contracts with two British
companies and a German firm for its mega expansion
project at its complex in Jubail. It is scheduled to be
completed by 2008.
UNITED, which brought on stream two ethylene and
ethylene glycol plants in record time, was awarded Project
Excellence Award by Fluor Daniel Inc., USA, UNITED’s project
management contractor. The award was presented to
UNITED in recognition of its world-class achievements, for
construction safety record of 48.2 million man-hours without
lost time injury, and for the timely execution of the project.
Three quarters of EG produced by SABIC is used as a
primary feedstock for polyester manufacturing. The
remainder is used in manufacturing and in a variety of
industrial applications, ranging from anti-freeze and
luggage to marine engines and x-ray machines.

SABIC is increasingly
recognized as a partner for
success and it continues to
build on its position as a
world leader in intermediates
– primarily in ethylene glycol

Chemical Intermediates include ethylene dichloride (EDC),
caustic soda, 2-ethyl hexanol (2-EH), di-octyle phthalate
(DOP), iso-butyl aldehyde (IBAL), and vinyl chloride
monomer (VCM). VCM, produced from EDC, is used in the
manufacture of polyvinyl chloride, popularly known as PVC,
which is used to manufacture pipes and other useful
plastic products.
A new Linear Alpha Olefins (LAO) plant is under
construction at the UNITED site in Al-Jubail Industrial City. It
uses SABIC/Linde technology (alpha-SABLIN) to produce
150,000 metric tons/year of LAO products including
butene-1, hexene-1, octene-1, decene-1, dodecene-1, C14C18 blends, and C20+ blends.
The construction of the plant is expected to be completed
by July, 2006. The start up and commercial production are
planned in the third quarter 2006.
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POLYOLEFINS

Saudi Arabia’s plastics industry is greatly reliant on
Polyolefins produced and marketed by SABIC. Polyolefins
are plastic resins made from the polymerization of
ethylene and propylene into long, high molecular weight
chains. SABIC produces two major polyolefin derivatives –
polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene (PP) – from ethane,
propane and naphtha feedstocks.
The polyethylene product range includes all of the
commodity thermo-polymers; linear low density
polyethylene (LLDPE), low density polyethylene (LDPE), and
high density polyethylene
(HDPE). The polypropylene
product range includes
random, homo-polymer,
copolymer and speciality
automotive grades.
Polyethylene and
polypropylene play key roles
in SABIC’s overall
thermoplastics business.
The Saudi Yanbu
Petrochemical Company
(YANPET), which has
polyethylene among its
range of products, witnessed
a key event in July, 2005,
when King Abdullah bin
Abdulaziz inaugurated the
YANPET-2 project.
Adding to its polymers
portfolio, SABIC launched a new polypropylene range in
2005 – SABIC PP CPC Clearpact Range. It is an innovative
product and first of its kind to be introduced in the
market. Its uniqueness lies in the fact that it combines the
transparency of a random copolymer with the impact of a
block-copolymer, giving ‘best of both worlds’ results to
the customers.
Today, Polyolefins is experiencing significant growth. For
example, YANSAB is adding 900,000 mt/y of PE and
400,000 mt of PP. In addition, the current expansion
project of SHARQ is providing another 800,000 mt of PE.
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SABIC is the world’s third largest producer of polyethylene,
and the sixth largest producer of polypropylene. Overall,
SABIC is now the world’s fourth largest polyolefins producer.
The company’s success as a major producer and exporter of
polyolefins is mainly due to its plant integration, global
presence, marketing network and penetration.
The converter industries, such as packaging, construction,
agriculture and medical supplies, have been successfully
using SABIC’s diverse range of polyolefin products.
Polyolefins also provide key processes of blown films,
injection molding and rotomolding.
The use of polyethylene to
manufacture pipes has
revolutionized the PE
industry. The unique PE resins
developed for pressurized
pipe applications are typically
referred to as bimodal resins.
SABIC offers three basic
grades of bimodal materials:
SABIC Vestolen A 6060R as PE
100 high density; SABIC
Vestolen A 5061R as PE 80
high density; and SABIC
Vestolen A 4062R as PE 80
medium density.

Looking to an even brighter future, Polyolefins has laid out
plans to enhance performance, raise productivity, improve
quality, reduce costs, implement new applications and
target higher revenues and profits. It stresses the
importance of creating an integral relationship with clients
in order to identify obstacles and difficulties. Furthermore,
it values the importance of order and shipment processes
and after-sales services.
SABIC continues its program of hosting technical seminars
for polymer clients. In fact, SABIC held 23 technical
seminars for its local and foreign polymers customers
during 2005.

SABIC is a major force in
today’s global plastics
industry and a world leader
in the supply of polyolefins

The company has effectively
integrated its European
assets, virtually doubling its
overall production. On the regional front, the growth and
development of the polymer resins converter industries in
Saudi Arabia, the GCC and the Middle East depend heavily
on Polyolefins produced and marketed by SABIC.
SABIC expects its sales volume for polymers in South East
Asia and the Far East to increase considerably over the
next five years. It is in the process of expanding its network
and warehousing facilities for polymers, mainly in South
East Asia and Asia pacific regions. This will ultimately lead
to a greater global reach and on-time delivery to better
serve increasing demands of our customers.
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PVC AND POLYESTER

SABIC's PVC and Polyester SBU product portfolio includes
polyester, melamine, polyvinylchloride (PVC) and polystyrene.

Company (PETROKEMYA), Arabian Industrial Fibers Company
(IBN RUSHD) and Saudi Arabian Fertilizer Company (SAFCO).

Textile Chips are used in the same applications as fibers.
The characteristics of the textile chips enable them for
non-woven usage.

IBN RUSHD saw a major development in 2005 with the
inauguration of an acetic acid plant in its complex. The
acetic acid technology is purely a SABIC-developed
technology and will give the company an increased
competitive edge.

Polyester resin is the world’s leading thermoplastic in
carbonated soft drink and mineral water bottles. The
clarity of the plastic, similar to glass, is a key feature of the
resin. Its growth is huge in both the regional and
international markets.
Melamine is an organic chemical product manufactured
from urea and is used as an essential component in the
manufacture of adhesives, laminates, surface coatings and
molding compounds.

The Ibn Hayyan Plastic Products Company (TAYF) entered
into a contract with a local synthetic leather distributor for
the annual distribution of one million linear meters (LM) of
its synthetic leather product. The agreement is the first
one of its kind since the inception of the company and
negotiations are underway to conclude other such
contracts. The agreement is significant given the strong
competition arising from similar imported products.

SABIC plays a leading role as one
of the world’s largest producers
of diversified polymers

Polystyrene is a major commodity plastic and is relatively
inexpensive, simple to process and has many different
properties, depending on how it is produced. Polystyrenes
are used in a wide range of applications, from toys and
disposable cutlery to insulation and industrial packaging.
PVC is a thermoplastic that is non-flammable, lightweight,
strong and extremely durable. It is important to the
construction industry and has many uses in the health and
hygiene industries.
The demand for polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is increasing all
around the world, particularly in China and the Middle
East. In view of this, SABIC is committed to expand its
production to take advantage of this rising demand and
increase its market share. It is employing new technologies
to launch new applications in global markets with much
higher productivity rates.
SABIC is now in the planning phases to expand production
capacity for VCM, PVC, PS, PET and melamine.
PVC, polystyrene, polyester and melamine products are
manufactured by SABIC affiliates: Arabian Petrochemical
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FERTILIZERS

SABIC has over the years consolidated its capability and
experience to build a strong foundation for the supply of
fertilizers needed for global food security. This has
successfully helped enhance its position as one of the
leaders in the international fertilizer industry, particularly in
the nitrogen sector. SABIC’s success in the fertilizer
business has been achieved by being receptive to the
needs of its customers -- offering them a wide range of
quality products and services -- and reinforced by the
commitment of its employees.

In 2005, SABIC exported 2.6 million tons of urea to various
markets across the globe. The company achieved this high
volume of exports by virtue of strong imports by some
African countries, the United States, Bangladesh, India,
Pakistan, South Korea and elsewhere. In the same period,
SABIC also exported 600,000 tons of ammonia to various
markets worldwide. Ammonia prices reached record levels in
2005 because of a very tight global supply/demand balance.

SABIC Fertilizers SBU consists of two departments – Urea
and Ammonia/Phosphates. Its product range includes urea,
ammonia, di-ammonium phosphate, compound, liquid
fertilizers and sulfuric acid. In the urea sector, SABIC has
been one of the leading producers and exporters in the
world. When the SAFCO IV project comes on stream in the
first quarter of 2006, SABIC will enhance and sustain its
position as the world’s single largest producer and
exporter of granular urea.

fertilizers and plays a vital
role in providing for local and

The combined fertilizer production capacity of these
companies is 5.8 million mt/y and it will reach 8.0 million
mt/y when SAFCO IV comes on stream in 2006.

agricultural sector and other concerned parties to support
Saudi farmers with the necessary educational and technical
services. In 2005, for instance, the Fertilizer SBU
successfully conducted seminars in Wadi Dawasir, Al-Qassim
and Hail, which educated farmers on how to rationalize
water consumption and optimize the use of fertilizers to
improve agricultural productivity.

Saudi Arabia’s entire urea and ammonia demand is met by
SABIC, while it meets 90% of the Kingdom’s total
requirement of phosphate fertilizer. As part of its policy of
extending support to national farmers, the Fertilizer SBU
interacts constantly with them and assesses their needs. It
supports many research projects by agricultural companies
and research centers of the Ministry of Agriculture, King
Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology, and of
universities such as the King Saud University in Riyadh and
the King Faisal University in Al-Ahsa. These research projects
manifest SABIC’s drive to forge closer links with the Saudi

On the international front, SABIC fertilizer industry enjoyed
impressive results in 2005, thanks to the favorable nitrogen
supply/demand conditions worldwide. The year was
characterized by strong import demand and robust
domestic deliveries in most of the main consuming
countries in Asia, Americas and elsewhere. Escalating
energy prices -- exacerbated by the devastating effect of
the hurricanes Katrina and Rita that disrupted oil and gas
production in the Gulf of Mexico -- propelled natural gas
prices in the United States, thus driving nitrogen prices to
their peak levels not seen in the past two to three decades.

SABIC has three fertilizer affiliates -- Saudi Arabian Fertilizer
Company (SAFCO), Al-Jubail Fertilizer Company (AL-BAYRONI)
and National Chemical Fertilizer Company (IBN AL-BAYTAR).
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SABIC is a major producer of

global food security
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METALS

SABIC’s Metals SBU plays a significant role in the company’s
diversified manufacturing portfolio. It includes and
manages Saudi Iron and Steel Company (HADEED), the core
of the SABIC Metals Group, and SABIC’s stakes in Aluminum
Bahrain (ALBA) Gulf Aluminum Rolling Mill Company
(GARMCO); and the SABAYEK Ferroalloy Smelter in Jubail.
The Jubail-based HADEED, 100% wholly-owned by SABIC,
produces Direct Reduction Iron (DRI) and Steel Billets and
the SABIC Metals Group’s main finished products, Long and
Flat Steel. It is the largest steel manufacturing company in
the Middle East and one of
the largest fully integrated
complexes of its kind in
the world. 2005 was
another strong year for
HADEED as it registered
excellent performances in
various fields.

ance represent the lowest recorded so far from HADEED’s
more than 20 years of operation, and are comparable to
the safety indexes of the biggest and most efficient steel
producing companies in the world. These safety records
were achieved in a labor intensive industrial complex, and
in the same year that production records were achieved in
the various plants in the HADEED industrial complex.
In 2005, HADEED again received the Gold Award from the
Royal Society of Prevention of Accidents (ROSPA), U.K.

Expansion projects
In 2005, the Vacuum
Degasser (VD) Project and
the Bar-Rod mill project,
increasing the capacity of
HADEED’s production of
long products by 500,000
metric tons, were
completed. Commercial
production for these
projects is expected by
the first quarter of 2006.

Production
HADEED achieved a
production milestone in
2005 as its Steel
Plant/Long Products
produced 3,080,817
metric tons of steel billets.
Crossing the 3 million
metric ton milestone was
thought impossible when
the plant, with a designed capacity of 800,000 mt/y,
started production more than 20 years ago.
Additionally, the Direct Reduction Plant, Steel Plant/Flat
Products, Rolling Mills, (Bar and Rod Mills and Flat Products
Facilities) exceeded the production figures of 2004. With
management and employees continuing their determination
and teamwork to exceed past performances, HADEED
expects to achieve more milestones in 2006 and beyond.
The Operations Availability for all the production plants in
the complex had an average of more than 90%, which
exceed that of 2004.

The construction of the
other expansion projects,
e.g., DR Plant Module E,
Steel Plant, Hot Mill
Enhancement Project, Hot
Skin Pass Mill and other
projects designed to increase production of HADEED’s
finished products (long and flat) to 5.5 million metric tons
in 2007 is ongoing.

Sales and dispatch
In spite of strong market competition, dispatch of long
products reached more than 2.65 million metric tons,
which exceeded the 2004 figures and dispatch of flat
products again exceeded 1 million tons, as in the past two
years. These figures represent supply of 60% for long and
59% of flat products of Saudi Arabia’s requirements.
HADEED steel is also exported to GCC countries, the U.S.A.,
EU, Korea and India. HADEED maintains strong customer
relations with its sustained marketing efforts.

Safety
In 2005, HADEED had an Incident Rate of 0.86 and
Severity Rate of 0.10. These barometers of safety perform-
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Despite the rise in production costs, HADEED was still able
to register a healthy financial return in 2005.

Other activities
HADEED is an active member of the Arab Iron and Steel Union
(AISU), and the International Iron and Steel Institute (IISI).
Its workshops continue to extend revenue - generating
services to the SABIC affiliates. It is expanding its facilities,
which started in August 2005 and due for completion in
July 2006.
HADEED has opened a centralized control room, thereby
reducing costs and doing away with several control rooms.
The three-phase project was completed without the need
to halt production at any plant.
Saudi Arabian Standards Organization (SASO) has adopted
43 ISO Standards related to HADEED’s products.
A Saudization rate of 76% was achieved at the end of
2005 compared to 71% at the end of 2004.

SABIC, through its wholly
owned affiliate HADEED, is
the leading producer and
marketer of steel products in
the Middle East and North
Africa region
Other interests
The Metals Group manages SABIC’s 20% interest in ALBA
and 30% interest in GARMCO – aluminum producers that
are both based in Bahrain. In 2005, ALBA produced
744,000 tons of finished metal, i.e. liquid metal, ingots,
rolling slabs and billets while GARMCO produced 150,000
tons of cold-rolled aluminum sheets, coils and circles and
its foil mill produced 13,000 tons. ALBA and GARMCO
products are exported worldwide.
The Metals Group also manages SABIC’s stakes in the
80,000 mt/y capacity SABAYEK Ferroalloy Smelter in Jubail.
SABAYEK’s products consist of Silicon manganese for the
steel and foundry industries and Silicon metal for the
chemical and aluminum industries.
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SABIC EUROPE

A marked recovery in 2004, led to the further
improvement of the petrochemical business climate in
2005. Oil prices strongly increased and became more
volatile, influencing short term developments in the
market. However, the favorable development of the
general economic and business climate more than
compensated for the impact of oil prices. SABIC Europe
was able to take advantage of this positive trend, resulting
in higher margins compared to the previous period.

Polyolefins
Fluctuating oil prices and structurally high polyolefins
prices resulted in converters reducing their stocks. In the
absence of new capacity additions, the European
polyolefin market experienced a healthy demand and
supply balance resulting in sound utilization rates and
margins for the European polyolefins assets.
SABIC Europe further extended its position in the European
polyethylenes and polypropylenes markets. In terms of
market share, SABIC Europe is now a top three player in
the European petrochemical industry. Higher sales of
products manufactured by SABIC in Saudi Arabia resulted
in a rise in European sales volumes of polyolefins
compared to the prior year. SABIC Europe’s production
volumes remained at 2004 levels despite a planned and
unplanned cracker shutdown at Geleen (The Netherlands)
and the company’s external supplier in Gelsenkirchen
(Germany). Polyethylenes and polypropylenes sales prices

were very volatile, which caused the margins to fluctuate
on a monthly basis overall. The healthy margin of 2005 is
expected to continue in 2006.

Basic Chemicals and Intermediates
The operating results of SABIC Europe’s steam cracker
products (ethylene, propylene and other chemicals and
intermediates) were significantly influenced by oil and
naphtha prices. These prices showed an increasing
volatility during 2005, with the naphtha price soaring from
$ 393 per metric ton in early 2005 to a record high of $
598 per ton in November 2005.
During the financial year, aromatics and oxygenates
markets were tight and prices increased compared to the
previous year.
Sales volumes in 2005 were the same as 2004. Sales of
petrochemicals produced by SABIC in Saudi Arabia, such as
methanol, MTBE and glycols, grew by approximately 20%
in 2005.
The ethylene contract price varied, being relatively low in the
third quarter and relatively high in the last quarter of 2005.
As a result, margins experienced enormous fluctuations.
Despite these fluctuations, the results in the Chemicals
and Intermediates cluster were overall better than in the
previous period.

Projects
SABIC Europe has plans for major investments at the
Geleen and Gelsenkirchen sites (Europe-1). These
investments are complementary to those of SABIC in the
Middle East and comprise the construction of a third
steam cracker in Geleen, as well as three polymer plants in
Geleen and Gelsenkirchen. The final decision to proceed
with this expansion will be taken in 2006.
SABIC Europe is one of the participants in the European
Pipeline Development Company B.V. (EPDC), based in
Venlo, The Netherlands. The construction of a propylene
pipeline grid is planned, which will link the ports of
Rotterdam and Antwerp to petrochemical complexes in
Belgium, The Netherlands and Germany. This propylene
pipeline network will also connect SABIC Europe’s naphtha
crackers in Geleen to its polymer plants in Gelsenkirchen.
The construction of SABIC’s new European head office in
Sittard (The Netherlands) is expected to be completed by
the summer of 2006

In terms of market share,
SABIC Europe is now a top
three player in the European
petrochemical industry
Research and Technology
SABIC Europe benefits from a world class research and
technology organization consisting of approximately 80
scientists, researchers, patent specialists and technicians.
The Research Center, located in Geleen, has departments
for chemicals and catalysis, process technology and
materials development. Research activities consist of three
program portfolios: Chemicals and Intermediates;
Polyolefins (PE and PP); and long term developments.

Human resources
SABIC Europe’s total workforce (FTEs) was 2,426 at yearend 2005. In 2006, SABIC Europe will need new highlyskilled employees. This is due to the foreseen sales growth,
production expansion and the replacement of employees
soon to retire.
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SABIC QUALITY

SABIC has always recognized the importance of quality in
its business operations. By ensuring quality, the company
seeks to enhance customer satisfaction, meet global
standards, fulfill regulatory requisites and, in the process,
constantly improve performance.
SABIC Total Quality Management (TQM) carried out several
programs in 2005 to ensure that the company’s products
continually meet world standards.
In November, 2005, SABIC held its second annual Quality
Day in Jubail under the theme, "Building customer loyalty
generation after generation". The event included lectures
delivered by experts in their respective fields and
presentations on successful quality experiences.
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SABIC retained the certificates awarded by British
Standards Institute (BSI) for complying with ISO 9000:2000
– the standards set for quality system operations. The
system entails integration of operations in order to
enhance customer satisfaction. The certificates cover basic
operations such as marketing, sales, delivery management,
besides the information center at SABIC headquarters.

A number of quality application training courses were held
in cooperation with the training department.

The TQM group conducted a survey among customers to
identify potential problems, if any, and find solutions to
overcome them. The survey also identified the strong
points in company operations.

A system of Improvement Opportunities Report (IOR) was
also established to ensure that non-conformance is
identified, recorded, analyzed and solved in a timely and
effective manner.

In keeping with SABIC’s corporate vision, TQM further
completed a project for the documentation of work
procedures involving Shared Services as well as the
company’s headquarters.

SABIC’s manufacturing plants are well equipped with hightech quality laboratories and the company’s research
efforts further improved the quality of products and
services. Moreover, all SABIC affiliates are ISO 2000:9000
certified.

SABIC works throughout its
entire organization to make sure
high standards are maintained
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LOGISTICS

SABIC’s Logistics group plays the crucial role of delivering
the company’s products to customers worldwide. The
success of SABIC’s wide range of products largely hinges
on the effectiveness of the Logistics division.
The Logistics group ensures that the right product is
delivered to SABIC customers at the right place and time.
Its mission is to make these deliveries at the lowest total
supply chain cost, through the optimum utilization of own
capabilities and resources, external logistics service
providers and state-of-the-art technology. At the same
time, it observes all safety requirements and has taken
every care for the environment.
Timely deliveries of 2.7 million metric tons of SABIC
plastics were made in 2005 from Jeddah and Dammam to
customers and warehouses worldwide. A total of 190,000
containers were used with the help of 26 service providers,
involving 200 discharge ports in 80 countries.
On the liquid marine transportation front, 475 vessels

were used in 2005 to move more than 9 million metric
tons of chemicals and gases to 90 discharge ports in 35
countries.
The Logistics group has been successful in securing long
term arrangements; stabilizing regular shipments to
customers; building long term relationship with ship
owners; assisting the environment by applying strict rules
in collaboration with different shipping companies; and
utilizing port facilities in the most efficient way. SABIC’s
fleet of modern time chartered tankers transported 4
million metric tons, using 15 tankers in 2005.
Furthermore, during 2005, truck deliveries of 1.8 million
metric tons of polymers and chemical products were
made from Jubail and Yanbu to customers in Saudi Arabia,
Gulf Cooperation Council countries and other Middle East
countries.
SABIC storage and warehousing facilities had a throughput
of 1.9 metric million tons and 1.2 million tons respectively

during the year with a total of 23 storage tanks and
warehouses in Asia, Africa and Europe.
During 2005, SABIC Terminal Services Company (SABTANK)
handled a total of 15.4 million metric tons of products
from Jubail and Yanbu reflecting an 11% of growth over
2004 volumes. Exports were shipped via a record number
of vessels totaling 947 ships. An additional berth and new
facilities were commissioned in 2005 to serve SABIC
affiliates and private sector growing requirements.

The Logistics group ensures
that the right product
is delivered to SABIC customers
at the right place and time
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HUMAN RESOURCES

Leadership Development
Human Resources completed the first ever assessment
centers for SABIC Vice Presidents and Affiliate Presidents
generating talent grids for both groups. It also began
assessment centers for General Managers and is currently
finalizing competency sets with PDI for managers with
advancement potential. The SABIC Learning Center
Program was presented at the second semi-annual
meeting. Also, the second Executive Leadership Program
was conducted in May in conjunction with the London
Business School. Moreover, it rolled out the SABIC Manager
Leadership Program with the London Business School and
completed four modules graduating over 100 participants.
Human Resources coordinated SABIC participation in the
General Electric Middle East CEO Program in the United
States. It visited three premier learning centers in the
United States – General Electric, UBS and IBM along with
the Corporate University Exchange in both New York and
Phoenix, Arizona. Inputs were used to finalize the SABIC
Learning Center design and project plan.
SABIC recognizes the significance of Human Resources, and
its crucial role in strengthening the company’s effectiveness
to develop and execute organization strategy. It invests in
programs to ensure that employee capabilities are
maximized and potential optimized in a manner that aligns
with the company’s strategic and tactical plans. To motivate
employees to forge and elevate individual performance
consistent with the company objectives, performance
incentives and awards are put in place to recognize and
reward exceptional and creative contributions.
To support the company’s mission and vision to be a worldclass company, SABIC Human Resources executed several
tactical plans in 2005. This included the addition of nine
professionals to increase its scope of capabilities and
launched a new HR website to improve employee relations
through more effective communications.
Human Resources went before senior management with
recommendations for new initiatives to include a revised
compensation program based on market surveys to ensure
a competitive position within the labor market; a new
stock participation plan for employees as an incentive for
better performance and retention; a new employee
performance management process to enhance the SABIC
culture around individual performance; a blueprint for a
corporate learning center based on the best practices in
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the Corporate University field to enhance SABIC as a
learning and knowledge-centric organization; and a
process to create a new manpower planning process for all
of SABIC including creation and kick-off of a project team.
Human Resources supported the newly formed strategic
planning initiative by providing organizational effectiveness
consulting services. To promote the sharing of technical
knowledge, Human Resources designed and facilitated the
exchange of several key employees with SABIC Europe.
Human Resources held the first ever global HR Manager’s
meeting in Riyadh to share notable achievements and
establish a forum for building global HR excellence. The
outcome was several new initiatives to enhance
globalization of Human Resources organization and services.
Human Resources Awareness meetings were held with KSA
SABIC senior and middle management to promote a better
understanding of HR role and responsibilities, processes, and
programs along with gaining a better understanding of
issues and concerns of its management clients.

On-line 360 degrees feedback was completed for all SABIC
Vice Presidents, Affiliate Presidents and General Managers
while coaching continued through the end of the year.
The 2005 round of succession nominations was put into
place in 2006, resulting in Succession Tables for all KSA
business activities, as well , the first career planning
process for executives.
Human Resources coordinated the General Manager
rotation process for twenty-five positions.

Organizational Effectiveness
Human Resources participated in the GulfSOL (Gulf Society
for Organization Learning) dialogues in Jeddah along with
the Vice Chairman and the Vice Presidents of Human
Resources and Shared Services. A meeting was held with
Dr. Peter Senge, a pioneer in Learning Organizations
concept to discuss a general framework for SABIC to
implement various organizational initiatives using team
learning and other concepts originally devised by Dr.
Senge and used successfully in organizations globally.

Human Resources’ activities are structured under four units
– Leadership Development; Organizational Effectiveness;
Performance and Rewards; and Workforce Planning and
Development.
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HUMAN RESOURCES (Continued)

Sponsored were ‘team learning’ dialogues for key
managers and members of the Change Agents Network
(CAN) in Riyadh and Jubail. Also conducted, was a
‘Learning Organization Workshop’ at the annual executive
retreat in Abha along with participating in the First Annual
Organizational Development Conference in the Middle
East. Also supported was the Innovation Task Force and
followed up the Leaders in Dubai Quick Win initiative.

Performance and Rewards:
Human Resources actively
conducted extensive
market surveys around
total compensation
practices and policies
within the Region. Findings
and recommendations to
maintain a competitive
total compensation
program were presented to
SABIC management. From
the decisions, formal
programs will be
implemented to maintain
SABIC’s competitive
position as an employer.
To respond to present and
anticipated advancements
within the labor market, Human Resources developed
improved concepts for employee performance
management, pay for performance initiatives, performance
incentives, and performance recognition and awards.
Details around new ideas have been developed and
presented for management review and decisions. In 2006,
SABIC will launch new employee programs for Performance
Management and Performance Incentive.
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To reinforce the ability to attract and retain critical
professional talent, Human Resources maintained an active
role in identifying and developing compensation
breakthroughs in the area of employee pay and benefits
such as various stock options including the YANSAB Stock
Option Program.
Job analysis and evaluation was applied throughout the
SABIC global organization to ensure that positions were
accurately valued for purposes of compensation and
defining job progression
and career paths. Job
Evaluation of all positions
across SABIC has been
completed. This includes
the post Shared Services –
Organization Unit of each
Affiliate, the overseas
offices and the Singapore
Office. Also completed
was the process mapping
of the procedures of SABIC
HR which helped in
streamlining the processes
between different
departments.

SABIC’s success is built on the
people who make up the
company, and their integrity. With
17,000 employees, SABIC meets
the needs of customers in over
100 countries worldwide

Workforce Planning
and Development:
Human Resources developed new job descriptions and
evaluated jobs for the Corporate Legal Department. The
Manpower Planning Process was launched at SADAF and
will be rolled out to other SABIC business units later.
Additionally, groundwork was laid for a SABIC-wide project
to create a standardized job description process. A SABIC
Higher Education Program was finalized. And, the SABIC
Work Committee was created and implemented.
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SHARED SERVICES

The goal of FANAR was to link SABIC affiliates, offices,
facilities and management, and other operations around
the world, into an integrated business operation enabling
faster decision making, improving operational efficiency
while reducing costs. This followed from the
organization’s conviction that world class customer
service can only be delivered by proactively planning and
standardizing business operations using best industry
practices and processes.
The Shared Services Organization (SSO) was formed in
2003, as a component of FANAR. Its primary mission is to
develop complementary services between SABIC and its
affiliates and thus help the company achieve its strategic
objectives through increased efficiency, reduction of costs,
standardization of processes, confidentiality of data and
accountability of performance. From its inception, SSO has
made significant progress in these areas.

SABIC completed the last global phase of the rolling out of
the FANAR project in May, 2005. With the project now on
full steam, SABIC is well on course to meeting its objective
of being operationally cost efficient while strengthening
corporate relations within the business.
The FANAR project was first implemented in October,
2002, in SABIC Americas and later at the SABIC affiliate,
the Eastern Petrochemical Co. (SHARQ) in Al-Jubail, SABIC
headquarters in Riyadh, SABIC Europe and Asia Pacific. It
was subsequently successfully introduced in the other
affiliates in a phased manner.
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The results of the first Shared Services end-users
satisfaction survey were released in May, 2005. Initiated in
April, the survey was aimed at improving the services
provided to customers. SSO is using the results of the
successful survey to ensure that it continues to deliver the
best quality of services to customers and end-users.

SABIC is well on the course to
meeting its objective of being
operationally cost efficient while
strengthening corporate relations
within the business

The significant reduction in costs with a high degree of
customer satisfaction of affiliates and end-users suggests
that objectives outlined have been met by SSO.
Going forward, Shared Services Organization Management
is focused on improving services even further by taking key
end-user feedback and addressing their grievances.
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RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

SABIC R&T has been carrying out additional research
activities through universities and national research
centers, inside and outside Saudi Arabia.
R&T research activities led to major and significant
achievements in polymer, chemical, and mineral research
areas, having a direct impact on SABIC’s business. Some of
the achievements during 2005 include the successful
startup of an acetic acid plant; and the development of
new grades, new products, high performance catalysts, as
well as improving performance of existing products.
Specific examples, to cite a few, were three new PP grades,
four catalysts, and two new steel products.
These research efforts led to 99 new patent applications
all over the world, bringing the total number of proprietary
patent applications to more than 695 applications out of
which 277 patents have been granted. Additionally, and
for better efficiency, R&T developed Patent Networking
using SABIC worldwide IP sources and tools.
In keeping with its policy of constantly interacting with
academia, R&T also developed guiding principles for
managing chairs with King Saud University, King Fahd
University for Petroleum and Minerals and King Abdul Aziz
University.

SABIC Research and Technology (R&T) division continued in
2005 to pursue its primary goals to improve the
manufacturing processes, develop new technologies and
provide quality technical support to customers. SABIC R&T
carried out its research activities in close co-ordination
with the Strategic Business Units at its main center. The
center is equipped with state of the art research facilities,
and employs more than 500 highly qualified scientists and
researchers. Research was also conducted at R&T centers
in Jubail (KSA), Houston (USA), and Vadadora (India).
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Research and Technology plays
a vital role in SABIC’s aspirations
for global leadership

In line with SABIC R&T’s commitment to Total Quality
Management, the R&T center in Jubail was awarded the
ISO-9001:2000 by the SGS Company, the world leading
inspection, verification, testing, and certification firm. The
award was given after extensive verification of the quality
systems adopted by the center.
Safety has also been a major priority for R&T. Its centers in
Riyadh and Jubail set a safety record in 2005 by
completing 10 million hours without any disabling injuries.
Full index scores were achieved in the areas of employees
and contractor incident rate, SHE performance index, and
SHE training rate.
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SAFETY, HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT

While SABIC strives to meet its set goals year after year,
SABIC’s Industrial Safety and Environment department
plays a vital role in ensuring that high standards of safety
and pollution control are in place at the company’s plants
in Saudi Arabia.
By the end of 2005, SABIC affiliates recorded more than
106 million man-hours without lost time injury, while its
contractors recorded 38 million man-hours. SABIC affiliates
have also made their mark in the Safety, Health and
Environmental Performance Index (SHEPI). The combined
accident rate at SABIC affiliates over the past 15 years is as
low as 0.35. This figure continues to improve, making
SABIC a world leader in this regard.
In the field of Emergency Response, SABIC is a regional
leader in preparing its employees for any emergency that
might arise. The SABIC Fire Training Center (SFTC) is the
only certified fire and rescue training center that provides
international accredited (NFPA) training programs that
include fire fighting, rescue, handling hazardous material
and first aid. In 2005, the center trained 1,782 staff of
affiliates and other companies in the region.
SABIC and its affiliates continue to receive worldwide
acclaim for their safety, quality and environmental
projects. Most of the affiliates have achieved ISO 14001
certification and many have received certificates of
excellence from international organizations.
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SABIC has now initiated an integrated Safety, Health and
Environment (SHE) management integration project. The
project integrates the various SHE management systems
with the common goal of ensuring safety at the
workplace. The integration of safety, health, environment
and emergency management standards will make human
resources management more efficient, reduce costs and
ensure that operational processes are more effective.

By applying corporate SHE standards, SABIC’s goal is to
prevent hazards, ensure the safety of the employees and
preserve the environment. The Industrial Safety and
Environment department seeks to constantly set the
highest SHE standards for the affiliates and thereby
contribute toward the community at large.

In this regard, the company has already begun a project
to integrate the safety, industrial hygiene, environmental
and emergency response standards. The project is
targeted to go on stream by the end of 2006. With this
project, SABIC would be able to incorporate the latest
developments in the world related to safety, health and
environment. This, in turn, would help in developing a
comprehensive reference guide for use by SABIC affiliates
or any other company in the world.
SABIC continues to motivate its affiliates by presenting
SHE awards every year. These awards have generated
much enthusiasm and have been greatly instrumental in
improving SHE performance levels at the affiliates. The
awards are in themselves unique as they are not only
decided on by the accomplishments of the affiliates, but
also on the basis of a rigorous evaluation process
involving data provided by them. A review team studies
the data based on stringent parameters sent to affiliates
at the beginning of the year.

SABIC’s operations are
managed and controlled
using comprehensive
state-of-the-art Safety, Health
and Environment (SHE) systems
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

SABIC is dedicated to establishing and building a
supportive relationship with the community. The
company’s goal is to support charitable causes through
corporate donations and sponsorship. In 2005, SABIC
undertook several charity programs that made a lasting
and positive impact on society.
SABIC’s donation to charitable causes in 2005 touched SR
21 million in addition to SR 80 million to the Centennial
Fund. SABIC also spent SR 6.6 million in sponsoring
seminars and conferences and activities aimed at SABIC’s
strategic objectives and in line with the country’s
development plans.
It also donated to several charitable projects, orphanages,
scientific and cultural programs. Donations were made to
the Charitable Society of the Saudi Ministry of Social
Affairs, the Qur’an Society, Prince Salman Center for
Disability Research and Prince Sultan bin Abdulaziz
Campaign for Social Care and Health Education.
SABIC’s support around the world included a donation of
SR 8 million for the Pakistan earthquake victims. Just as in
the case of its donation for the tsunami victims in 2004,
SABIC made this humanitarian gesture as part of its
sustained efforts to help victims of natural disasters all
over the world.
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Earlier in the year, SABIC donated SR 1 million worth of
reinforced steel to the Disabled Children Society in support
of the Charitable Endowment Project presently being
undertaken by the society in Riyadh.

SABIC also extended scholarships to 10 distinguished
students from the Prince Sultan University under a
scientific and cultural program, and five students from the
King Abdulaziz and his Men Foundation for the Gifted for
higher studies abroad.

In another social initiative, SABIC sponsored a seminar on
disability in Gulf Cooperation Council countries in Riyadh in
February. The seminar viewed the causes leading to
disability in the Gulf countries and ways of preventing it.
Besides, SABIC backed a Prince Sultan Social Care and
Health Education campaign; extended support to orphans
under an Orphan Support Charity Program and donated SR
100,000 to the Prince Sultan Medical City.
In recognition of SABIC’s charitable role, it won the Prince
Mohammed Ibn Fahd Ibn Abdulaziz Award for Charity. The
company received the award at a function held in the
Eastern Province on March 29, 2005.
In keeping with its social goal of encouraging excellence in
academia, SABIC sponsored nearly 100 students for further
studies in the US and Canada. They were the first group of
scholarship students to be sent abroad regularly as part of
SABIC’s program to produce quality national manpower. In
another academic program, SABIC also sponsored the visit
of six Saudi students of the King Fahd Academy in London
to the North Pole.
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CUSTOMER CARE

SABIC also made a major impact at two important
economic events – the Jeddah Economic Forum in February
and the Riyadh Economic Forum in December. Other
significant local events in which SABIC participated in 2005
included the National Conference on Technology Transfer in
Riyadh, Small and Medium Installations Forum in the Eastern
Province and the Laboratories Scientific Forum in Jubail.
Besides taking part in important international and local
events, SABIC also stresses the importance of speedy
deliveries to retain customer interest. In this regard, a new
warehouse for plastic products was opened recently in
Istanbul and work on another is underway in Mercian,
Turkey. SABIC also has plans to open new warehouses in Asia
Pacific, adding to the existing three in Shanghai, Singapore
and Hong Kong. By 2006, SABIC is to have six more
warehouses in the Asia Pacific region. These warehouses will
enable SABIC to shorten delivery times to its customers.
Customer loyalty has been key to SABIC’s success. While
maintaining high standards and adopting contemporary
marketing methods, SABIC has been constantly striving to
further expand its bonds with its customers. Over the years,
the company has been building lasting relationships and
seizing every opportunity to reach out to them.
The importance of taking SABIC products straight to the
customers has always been stressed by the company. Every
year, the company not only showcases its products around
the globe, but also hosts seminars and conferences to
spread the SABIC message of quality and reliability.
SABIC made a big impact in China in June, 2005, when it
participated in the 19th International Exhibition on Plastics
and Rubber Industries (ChinaPlas 2005) with the largest
booth of the show. The booth’s floor area itself measured
600 sq. m. With China growing in stature every year as the
world’s largest market, SABIC has been increasing its
presence at ChinaPlas, keeping its relationship with its
Chinese customers foremost in mind. SABIC also launched
its Chinese website in June to better serve its customers and
business partners in the Chinese markets. The new website
offers its customers in China immediate and flexible access
to SABIC's corporate, product and market information.
Besides ChinaPlas, SABIC took part in several other customeroriented events in Asia, like AseanPlas in Singapore. SABIC
engaged the services of a PR consultancy firm to
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communicate better with customers in the Asia Pacific
region. As a result, SABIC’s brand name was further
enhanced amongst its key target audience in Asia.
SABIC’s commitment to boost its level of cooperation with
its customers was further reflected at another event in UAE.
This time it was a seminar on Polyvinyl Chloride - The
Favorite Material for Pipe Production. SABIC hosted another
seminar in UAE for its PVC and Polyester fibers customers.
SABIC also participated in a plastics exhibition in Cairo,
where the SABIC pavilion was a huge draw.
Other foreign events in which SABIC participated in 2005
included the Japan Expo in March, 18th World Oil Conference
in South Africa in September, a plastics exhibition in Turkey in
November-December and IranPlast in December.

Over the years, the company
has been building lasting
relationships and seizing
every opportunity to reach
out to its customers

Besides participating in international events, SABIC
maintained its close links with its domestic customers. SABIC
participated in the Saudi Exhibition for Printing Art,
Packaging, Plastics and Chemicals at the Riyadh Exhibition
Center in March, 2005.
In the agricultural sector, SABIC took part in the Saudi
Agricultural Exhibition 2005 in Riyadh in September. The
Fertilizer SBU was well represented at the exhibition, along
with Research and Technology. The Fertilizer SBU also
participated in three technical seminars, one each in AlQassim, Hail and Al-Jouf.
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PRODUCT APPLICATIONS

Benzene is the starting material for many of the
derivatives required in the production of a wide range of
goods used in everyday life. It combines with ethylene to
produce styrene and is also used to produce cyclohexane,
a precursor in the production of nylon.

Basic Chemicals
Ethylene provides the base for three of the world’s most
extensively used polymers – polyethylene, PVC and
polystyrene – as well as a range of chemical intermediates,
such as ethylene glycol, which is used to make polyester and
antifreeze. The uses of these plastic resins include sterile
medical applications, detergents, energy-saving insulation,
packaging, textiles and computer casings.
Propylene forms the base for the plastic resin
polypropylene, which is used to make a wide variety of
consumer products, including packaging film for keeping
food fresh, house ware, crates and automotive uses. Other
major products for propylene include acrylonitrile used in
the manufacture of acrylic fibers, and acrylic acid used in
the production of super absorbent polymers. Propylene is
also used in the manufacture of polyols, for the production
of both flexible and rigid polyurethane – a versatile plastic
used in refrigerators, cars and bedding. Propylene is the
basic feedstock in the manufacture of phenol and acetone.

make glues and adhesives more flexible and is an
important component in formulations of brake fluids,
pastes and pigments.

Paraxylene is the principal raw material used to produce
PTA (Purified Terephthalic Acid), an important chemical
used to make polyester fibers and PET resins, used
extensively in packaging applications and soft drink bottles.

Triethylene Glycol (TEG) is a common non-volatile industrial
solvent used in the dehydration of gases, the manufacture
of insecticides and in the synthesis of organic derivatives.
Pure TEG is essential in the production of plasticizers for
cellophane, glue, cork, powdered ceramics and plastics
and is a component in the formulation of dyes and inks.

Methyl tertiary butyl ether, commonly known as MTBE, is
used as an octane enhancer that is blended with gasoline.

Purified Terephthalic Acid is used in the polymerization
process that produces polyester.

Methanol is the starting material in the manufacture of
formaldehyde resins used in the production of adhesives,
paints and decorative laminate. It is also used to produce
MTBE, acetic acid, cleaner fuels and solvents.

Caustic Soda is used in a range of applications that
includes acid neutralization, bleaching in paper - making
and cotton procession, petroleum refining, improving the
yield of aluminum extracted from bauxite, manufacturing
synthetic fabric such as rayon, and the production of soaps
and detergents.

Crude Industrial Ethanol is used most commonly as a
feedstock, after purification, to produce acetaldehyde and
acetic acid, and in the creation of many perfumes,
pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and insecticides.

Intermediates
Monoethylene Glycol is mainly used in the production of
polyester, polyethylene terephthalate and antifreeze
solutions. It is also an important dehydrating agent, a good
humectant and an industrial solvent.

Ethylene Dichloride is one of the key ingredients of VCM/PVC.
Vinyl Chloride Monomer combines with ethylene dichloride
to produce PVC, used to manufacture various products
such as pipes, bottles and cable coating.
2-Ethyl Hexanol is used in the production of phthalates for
rubber and plastic fabrication. It is also a good paint solvent
and an active component of textile finishing formulation.
Dioctyl Phthalate is used mainly as plasticizer, giving
elasticity to plastics. It is also used in the operation of
vacuum pumps.

Butadiene, a by product in the manufacture of ethylene,
finds extensive application in the manufacture of synthetic
rubber and other plastics such as ABS. These final products
are, in turn, widely used to produce tires, molded luggage
and other similar consumer products.

Linear Alpha Olefins have a wide range of uses, from
comonomers, drilling oils and detergents to flavors and
fragrances.

Butene-1 is primarily used as co-monomer in the
production of linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE).
Styrene is a versatile compound used in the manufacture
of polystyrene (applied in everyday items such as
packaging and insulation materials), synthetic rubber and
other plastics such as ABS.
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Diethylene Glycol is an important industrial solvent,
utilized in the manufacture of unsaturated polyesters,
plasticizers and resins. It also acts as a softening agent to
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PRODUCT APPLICATIONS (Continued)

Polystyrene is used as a thermal and electrical insulator.
Since it is resilient to the effects of most chemicals, it is
used in the construction, energy and communications
technology industries. Household applications include
items such as plastic bowls, cups, hairdryers, television
housing and toys. It is also used to make foam found in
disposable products such as drinking cups and packaging.
Increasingly, polystyrene is being modified with rubber to
produce high impact materials.
Polyester is the world’s most widely used synthetic fiber. It
is used in textile and non-woven products. It is also used
for making tough, water resistant and fast drying apparel.

Polyolefins
Low molecular weight polymers of polyethylene and
polypropylene are fluids and are used as lubricants in the
engineering industry, while high molecular weight
polymers are produced as small white pellets for use as
feedstock for the global plastics industry. Applications for
polyolefins range from highly specialized technical uses to
everyday products. Forcing molten polyolefin resin through
rollers creates plastic films that are used extensively
worldwide in applications such as food packaging,
shopping bags and coverings used in the construction and
agriculture industries. Injection molding produces solid
products such as garden furniture, bottle tops and
automotive parts. The blow molding process is used to
make products such a bottles, storage containers, toys and
pharmaceutical packaging. Rotational, or roto-molding,
makes products that are light but strong such as fuel and
water tanks, road barriers and playground equipment.

PVC and Polyester
PVC is used by the construction industry for making pipes,
wiring and cable coverings, light fixtures and window
frames, as well as water insulation. It is also utilized by the
health and hygiene industries where it is used to make
floor and wall coverings for hospitals, medicine containers,
blood bags, modified atmosphere packaging for fresh
foods, and reservoirs and pipes for carrying safe drinking
water. Other uses of PVC include shatterproof bottles,
protective clothing, sporting goods, imitation leather
apparel and parts used in automobile production for
dashboards, trim, sun visors and gear levers.
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Melamine is a starting point in the production of synthetic
thermoplastic products with hard, glossy surfaces, which
are durable, hard-wearing and highly resistant to heat,
chemicals and moisture. Most melamine-based resins are
used in decorative surface laminates and in adhesives for
the production of water resistant, wood-based panels used
as kitchen worktops and tabletops, and for flooring,
furniture and wall coverings. Melamine is also used in
dinnerware, coatings for cars, cans and coils, additives for
paper and textiles, as well as flame-retardant additives for
the foam found in furniture and mattresses.
Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) is used as the basis for
SABIC’s polyester fiber production and by customers for
the manufacture of soft drink bottles, food containers and
other injection molded consumer product containers.
Cleaned and recycled PET flakes and pellets are used to
produce a range of products such as non-wovens, film and
sheet plastic, food and drink containers, carpeting, fleece
wear and luggage.

Fertilizers
Urea is used in a range of environment conditions and
with a wide variety of crops including wheat, barley, rice
and maize. It is also a major raw material for industrial
products, including melamine.

be applied directly to moist soil to provide high nitrogen
content for growing wheat and barley. Besides its agricultural
uses, ammonia is important as a raw material in a number of
industrial applications such as the manufacture of synthetic
materials including caprolactum and acrylonitrile.
Diammonium phosphate provides the correct proportion of
phosphate and nitrogen needed for assisting the growth of
wheat, barley and vegetables and is applied in the early
stage of fruit orchard fertilization.
Monoammonium phosphate is used to add the required
proportion of phosphate and nitrogen needed for farming
clover, wheat and barley, especially in sandy soil.
Compound 28-28-0 is used to equalize levels of nitrogen
and phosphate, particularly where the soil is potassium rich.
It is used as a fertilizer for vegetables, fruit orchards,
landscape grasses, bushes and trees.
Compound 14-38-10, which compensates for low levels of
potassium in soil or irrigation water, is applied to a wide
variety of crops.
Sulfuric Acid is used for cleaning irrigation sprinkler systems.

Metals
Long steel products are used in the construction and
manufacturing industries. They include bars for reinforcing
concrete, wire rods and light sections such as channels,
angles, flats and squares.
Flat steel is used for a variety of applications such as prefabricated buildings, steel pipes for the oil and gas industry
and several products used in everyday life. It is also used to
make water pipes, ducting, auto body parts, air conditioning
units, refrigeration units and household appliances, as well as
oil drums and LPG tanks.

Ammonia is the chief raw ingredient in the production of
urea and is used in the manufacture of other fertilizer
products including diammonium phosphate, ammonium
nitrate, ammonium sulphate and liquid fertilizers. It may also
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS REPORT

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

31 DECEMBER 2005

AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2005
2005

2004

SR’000

SR’000

3
4
5
6

28,172,569
14,520,648
10,642,446
2,945,182
56,280,845

23,245,131
13,504,142
9,154,624
2,993,208
48,897,105

7
8
9
10

5,898,098
66,096,734
5,335,038
3,339,765
136,950,480

2,689,971
63,843,751
5,998,646
3,515,173
124,944,646

Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Short term bank facilities
Current portion of long term loans
Accrued liabilities and provisions
Total current liabilities

12
13
14
15

7,781,718
351,695
6,352,264
7,461,439
21,947,116

8,298,460
483,529
6,050,315
7,135,207
21,967,511

Non-current liabilities
Long term loans
Other non-current liabilities
Total non current liabilities

14
16

23,017,180
6,764,647
29,781,827

27,292,725
4,966,707
32,259,432

22,880,920

19,835,371

20,000,000
9,415,968
1,291,691
17,589,241
14,043,717
62,340,617
136,950,480

15,000,000
7,500,000
1,291,691
13,881,503
13,209,138
50,882,332
124,944,646

Note

ASSETS
To the shareholders
Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC)
Riyadh – Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheet of Saudi Basic Industries Corporation – a Saudi joint stock
company – and subsidiaries ("the Company") as of December 31, 2005, and the related consolidated statements of income, cash
flows and changes in shareholders’ equity for the year then ended and notes 1 to 29 which form an integral part of these
consolidated financial statements as prepared by the Company's management and presented to us with all the necessary
information and explanations which we required. These consolidated financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements
are free of material misstatement. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides
a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements taken as a whole present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated
financial position of the Company as of December 31, 2005, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the year
then ended in accordance with accounting standards generally accepted in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia appropriate to the
nature of the Company, and comply with the Regulations for Companies and SABIC’s articles of association with respect to
the preparation and presentation of the consolidated financial statements.
Deloitte & Touche
Bakr Abulkhair & Co.

Bakr A. Abulkhair
License No. 101
Safar 5, 1427
March 5, 2006

Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Other receivables and prepayments
Total current assets
Investments
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Other non-current assets
TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY

Minority interests
Shareholders’ equity
Share capital
Statutory reserve
Research and technology reserve
General reserve
Retained earnings
Total shareholders’ equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY

17
18
18
18

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF INCOME

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2005

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2005
2005

2004

SR’000

SR’000

19,909,685

14,663,688

6,530,723
(526,168)
9,100,464

6,424,135
(331,995)
7,337,559

(968,480)
(1,487,822)
(889,327)
1,797,940
(331,019)
33,135,996

(5,480,478)
(2,110,657)
3,501,714
906,885
(376,189)
24,534,662

(7,599,562)
(2,681,959)
183,315
(528,443)
(10,626,649)

(4,452,453)
314,407
611,901
(1,995,170)
(5,521,315)

(3,973,596)
(131,834)
(7,421,564)
(6,054,915)
(17,581,909)

(3,073,217)
24,270
(3,532,486)
(3,807,685)
(10,389,118)

4,927,438
23,245,131
28,172,569

8,624,229
14,620,902
23,245,131

OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Note

Sales
Cost of sales
GROSS PROFIT
Administration and marketing expenses
Income from operations
Other income
Finance charges
Loss arising from a legal case
Income before minority interests and zakat
Minority interests
INCOME BEFORE ZAKAT
Zakat
NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR
Earnings per share (SR)

19
20
6

21
22

2005

2004

SR’000

SR’000

78,253,536
(45,169,206)
33,084,330
(3,914,352)
29,169,978
1,237,428
(1,397,257)
29,010,149
(9,100,464)
19,909,685
(750,000)
19,159,685
47.89

68,539,076
(41,604,638)
26,934,438
(3,429,494)
23,504,944
1,299,199
(1,020,541)
(1,782,355)
22,001,247
(7,337,559)
14,663,688
(450,000)
14,213,688
35.53

Net income for the year before zakat
Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortization
Equity in earnings of associated companies
Minority interests in net income of subsidiaries
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Accounts receivable and prepayments
Inventories
Accounts payable, accrued liabilities and provisions
Other non-current liabilities
Zakat paid
Net cash from operating activities

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Additions to property, plant and equipment, net
Investments, net
Intangible assets, net
Other non-current assets, net
Net cash used in investing activities

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Long term loans, net
Short term bank facilities, net
Dividends paid
Minority interests, net
Net cash used in financing activities
Increase in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END OF THE YEAR (note 3)

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2005

Share Capital
Private

Total

Statutory

Research and

General

Retained

Total

Government

sector

share capital

reserve

technology reserve

reserve

earnings

equity

SR’000

SR’000

SR’000

SR’000

SR’000

SR’000

SR’000

SR’000

10,500,000
-

4,500,000
-

15,000,000
-

6,495,449
1,004,551

1,291,691
-

11,456,363
2,425,140
-

6,026,541
(3,600,000)
(1,400)
(2,425,140)
14,213,688
(1,004,551)

40,270,044
(3,600,000)
(1,400)
14,213,688
-

10,500,000
3,500,000
-

4,500,000
1,500,000
-

15,000,000
5,000,000
-

7,500,000
1,915,968
-

1,291,691
-

13,881,503
3,707,738
-

13,209,138
(5,000,000)
(4,500,000)
(1,400)
(3,707,738)
19,159,685
(1,915,968)
(3,200,000)

50,882,332
(4,500,000)
(1,400)
19,159,685
(3,200,000)

14,000,000

6,000,000

20,000,000

9,415,968

1,291,691

17,589,241

14,043,717

62,340,617

Note

Balance at December 31, 2003
Dividends
Board of Directors’ remuneration
Transfer to general reserve
Net income for the year
Transfer to statutory reserve
Balance at December 31, 2004
Increase in share capital
Annual dividends
Board of Directors’ remuneration
Transfer to general reserve
Net income for the year
Transfer to statutory reserve
Interim dividends
Balance at December 31, 2005

18
18

17

18
18
26

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2005

1.

LEGAL FORM AND ACTIVITIES

Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC) is a Saudi joint stock company established pursuant to Royal Decree number M/66
dated Ramadan 13, 1396 (September 6, 1976) and registered in Riyadh under commercial registration number 1010010813
dated Muharram 14, 1397 (January 4, 1977). SABIC is 70% owned by the Government of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the
remaining 30% is owned by citizens of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and other Gulf Cooperation Council States.

into 112.5 million shares of SR 50 each. The Company owns 55.95% of the share capital of (Yansab). Included in this
holding is 4% (4.5 million shares) owned by SIIC, which is sold to eligible employees at par value under a stock grant
scheme. Yansab’s legal incorporation process was completed on Muharram 14, 1427 (February 13, 2006). The
accompanying consolidated financial statements reflect the Company’s investment in (Yansab) on cost basis (note 7).

Accounting convention
The principal activities of SABIC and subsidiaries ("the Company") are the setting up of petrochemical, fertilizer, metals, and
basic hydrocarbon industries, the execution of projects necessary to supply the Company with its raw material requirements,
and the marketing of industrial products inside and outside the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

The consolidated financial statements are prepared under the historical cost convention except for the measurement of
available for sale securities at fair value and for accounting for investments in associated companies on the equity basis.

2.

Property, plant and equipment are stated at cost net of accumulated depreciation except for freehold land and
construction work in progress which are stated at cost. Expenditure on maintenance and repairs is expensed, while
expenditure for betterments is capitalized. Depreciation is provided over the estimated useful lives of the applicable assets
using the straight- line method. Leasehold improvements are amortized over the shorter of the estimated useful life or the
remaining term of the lease. The estimated years of depreciation of the principal classes of assets are as follows:

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The accompanying consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the standard of General Presentation
and Disclosure issued by the Ministry of Commerce and in compliance with the accounting standards issued by the Saudi
Organization of Certified Public Accountants. Following is a summary of the significant accounting policies applied by the Company.

Property, plant and equipment

Basis of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements are prepared on the basis of the individual audited financial statements of SABIC and
subsidiaries, as adjusted by the elimination of significant inter-company balances and transactions.
The subsidiaries are consolidated from the date on which control is transferred to SABIC. The subsidiary companies consolidated in these financial statements are as follows:
Shareholding %

Arabian Petrochemical Company and subsidiary (Petrokemya)
Saudi Iron and Steel Company (Hadeed)
SABIC Industrial Investments Company and subsidiaries (SIIC)
SABIC Luxembourg S.à.r.l. and subsidiaries
SABIC Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd. and subsidiaries
SABIC Antilles N.V.
Jubail United Petrochemical Company (United)
National Chemical Fertilizer Company (Ibn Al-Baytar)
National Industrial Gases Company (Gas)
Saudi European Petrochemical Company (Ibn Zahr)
Arabian Industrial Fiber Company (Ibn Rushd)
Saudi Methanol Company (Ar-Razi)
Al-Jubail Fertilizer Company (Al-Bayroni )
Saudi Yanbu Petrochemical Company (Yanpet)
National Methanol Company (Ibn Sina)
Saudi Petrochemical Company (Sadaf)
Eastern Petrochemical Company (Sharq)
Al-Jubail Petrochemical Company (Kemya)
Saudi Arabian Fertilizer Company (Safco)

Years
20
33
4-20
4

Inventories

2005

2004

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
75.00
71.50
70.00
70.00
53.90
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
42.99

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
75.00
71.50
70.00
70.00
53.90
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
42.99

All subsidiaries are incorporated in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia except for SABIC Luxembourg S.à.r.l., SABIC Antilles N.V. and
SABIC Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd. which are incorporated in Luxembourg, Netherlands and the Republic of Singapore respectively.
Pursuant to the ministerial resolution number 10446 of Dhul-Qa’dah 5, 1426 (December 7, 2005), Yanbu National
Petrochemical Company (Yansab), a Saudi joint stock company was established with a share capital of SR 5,625 million, divided
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Plant and equipment
Buildings
Furniture and office equipment
Vehicles

Inventories are stated at the lower of cost and market value. Cost of raw materials, consumables, and goods for resale is
determined on a first-in, first-out (FIFO) or on a weighted average cost basis. Spare parts are valued using the weighted
average cost basis. Inventories of work in progress and finished goods include cost of raw materials, labor and an
appropriate proportion of direct overheads.

Investments
Associated companies
Associated companies are companies in which SABIC has a long term interest of at least 20% in the voting capital
and/or over which it exerts significant influence. The consolidated financial statements include an appropriate share of
the associated companies’ post acquisition results and reserves based on their latest financial statements. SABIC’s equity
in the earnings of associated companies is included in other income in the consolidated statement of income.
Available for sale securities
Investments of less than 20% of the voting capital of investee companies, which are not bought for trading purposes,
are classified as available for sale securities and are included under non current assets, unless they will be sold in the
next year. Available for sale securities are stated at fair value. Differences between the fair value and the cost, if
significant, are reported separately in the statement of changes in shareholders’ equity. Any decline other than
temporary in the value of these securities is charged to the consolidated statement of income.
Fair value is determined by reference to the market value if an open market exists, or on the basis of the most recent
financial statements. Otherwise, cost is considered to be the fair value.
Held to maturity
Investments that are bought with the intention of being held to maturity are carried at cost (adjusted for any premium
or discount); less any decline other than temporary in their value. Such investments are classified as non current assets
with the exception of bonds which mature in the next fiscal period, which are classified as current assets.
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YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2005

Pre-operating expenses

Foreign currency translation

Expenses incurred during the development and start up periods, and which are expected to provide benefits in future
periods, are deferred or capitalised. The deferred pre-operating expenses are amortised starting from the commencement of
the commercial operations using a straight line method over the shorter of the estimated period of benefit or seven years.

Transactions in foreign currencies (which are not covered by forward foreign exchange contracts) are translated into
Saudi Riyals at the rates of exchange prevailing at the time of such transactions. Monetary assets and liabilities
denominated in foreign currencies at the balance sheet date are translated at the exchange rates prevailing at that
date. Gains and losses from settlement and translation of foreign currency transactions are included in the consolidated
statement of income.

Accounts receivable
Accounts receivable are stated at the original invoice amount less an allowance for any uncollectible amounts. An estimate
for doubtful debts is made when the collection of the accounts receivable amount is considered doubtful. Bad debts are
written off as incurred.

Employees’ home ownership program

The financial statements of foreign operations are translated into Saudi Riyals using the exchange rate at each balance
sheet date, for assets and liabilities, and the average exchange rates for revenues and expenses. Components of equity,
other than retained earnings, are translated at the rates prevailing at the date of their occurrence. Translation
adjustments, if material, are recorded as a separate component of shareholders’ equity.

Unsold housing units constructed for eventual sale to eligible employees are included under land and buildings and are
depreciated over 33 years. Upon signing the sale contract, these housing units are classified under other non current assets.

Derivative financial instruments

The excess of consideration paid over the fair value of net assets acquired is recorded as goodwill and is amortised over the
estimated period of benefit or 20 years, whichever is shorter.

The Company uses derivative financial instruments, including interest rate swaps and options, to hedge its risks
associated with interest rate and foreign currency fluctuations. Derivative assets related to the financial instruments are
initially recognized in the balance sheet at cost and are subsequently measured at fair market value, with gains and
losses being included in the consolidated statement of income.

Dividends

Leases

Dividends are recognized as a liability at the time of their approval by the General Assembly. Interim dividends are recorded
as approved by the Board of Directors.

Capital leases, which transfer to the Company substantially all the risks and benefits incidental to ownership of the
leased item, are capitalised at the lower of the fair value of the leased asset at inception, and the present value of the
minimum lease payments. Lease payments are apportioned between the finance charges and reduction of the lease
liability so as to achieve a constant rate of interest on the remaining balance of the liability. Finance charges are charged
directly against income.

Goodwill and amortization

Employees’ end-of-service benefits and early retirement plan
Employees’ end-of-service benefits are provided for in accordance with the Company’s policies and the requirements of the
Saudi Arabian Labor Law. Employees’ early retirement plan costs are provided for in accordance with the Company’s policies
and are charged to the consolidated statement of income in the year the employee retires.

Revenue recognition
Sales represent the invoiced value of goods shipped and services rendered by the Company during the year, net of trade and quantity
discounts. Generally sales are reported net of marketing expenses in accordance with executed marketing and off take agreements.
Investment income from associated companies is recognized based on the equity method. Earnings on bank deposits are
recognized on an accrual basis.

Zakat
Zakat is provided in accordance with the Regulations of the Directorate of Zakat and Income Tax (DZIT) in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia and on an accrual basis. The provision is charged to the consolidated statement of income. Any differences
resulting from the final assessments are recorded in the year of their finalization. Foreign shareholders in subsidiaries are
subject to income tax which is included in minority interest in the consolidated financial statements.

Research and development expenses

Capitalised leased assets are depreciated over the shorter of the estimated useful life of the asset or the lease term.
Leases, for which the lessor retains substantially all the risks and benefits of ownership of the asset, are classified as
operating leases. Operating lease payments are expensed in the consolidated statement of income on a straight line
basis over the lease term.

Impairment
At each balance sheet date, the Company reviews the carrying amounts of its tangible and intangible assets to
determine whether there is any indication that those assets have suffered an impairment loss. If any such indication
exists, the recoverable amount of the asset is estimated in order to determine the extent of the impairment loss. Where
it is not possible to estimate the recoverable amount of an individual asset, the Company estimates the recoverable
amount of the cash generating unit to which the asset belongs.
If the recoverable amount of an asset or cash generating unit is estimated to be less than its carrying amount, the
carrying amount of the asset or cash generating unit is reduced to its recoverable amount. Impairment losses are
immediately expensed in the consolidated statement of income.

Research and development expenses are charged to the consolidated statement of income when incurred.

Administration and marketing expenses
Production costs and direct expenses are classified as cost of sales. All other expenses, including selling and distribution
expenses not deducted from sales, are classified as administration and marketing expenses.
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Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset or the cash generating unit is
increased to the revised estimate of its recoverable amount, provided that the increased carrying amount does not
exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined had no impairment loss been recognised for the asset
or cash generating unit in prior years. A reversal of an impairment loss is recognised as income immediately in the
consolidated statement of income.
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3.

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

6.

Cash and cash equivalents consist of bank balances and cash on hand, short term deposits, and investments that are readily
convertible into known amounts of cash and have a maturity of three months or less when purchased.
The cash and cash equivalents at December 31 were:

Bank balances and cash
Short term deposits

2005

2004

SR’000

SR’000

4,910,716
23,261,853
28,172,569

4,059,333
19,185,798
23,245,131

Cash and cash equivalents at December 31, 2005 included restricted balances of SR 25 million (2004: SR 60 million).

4.

OTHER RECEIVABLES AND PREPAYMENTS

Other receivables and prepayments at December 31 were:
Due from (Yansab)
Letter of guarantee
Prepaid expenses
Employee loans and home ownership receivables
Other receivables

2005

2004

SR’000

SR’000

1,274,745
307,066
300,453
1,062,918
2,945,182

1,676,796
203,199
458,756
654,457
2,993,208

Due from (Yansab) represents capital expenditure incurred on behalf of (Yansab) during 2005.
The letter of guarantee represented cash held by a bank in respect of a letter of guarantee issued in connection with a legal
case. Pursuant to the judgment of the court in United States of America, with respect to a legal case, the Company made a
provision for the full amount of the liability in 2004 consolidated financial statements and settled the amount during 2005.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

The accounts receivable at December 31 were:
2005

Trade accounts receivable
Amounts due from joint venture partners (note 11)
Allowance for doubtful debts

2004

SR’000

SR’000

12,035,888
2,661,764
(177,004)
14,520,648

11,581,895
2,160,429
(238,182)
13,504,142

No single customer accounts for more than 5% of the Company’s sales for the years ended December 31, 2005 and 2004.

5.

INVENTORIES

The inventories at December 31 were:

Goods for resale and finished goods
Spare parts
Chemicals and raw materials
Work in progress
Goods in transit

2005

2004

SR’000

SR’000

5,671,138
2,735,530
1,840,039
108,828
286,911
10,642,446

4,645,988
2,578,787
1,039,553
504,198
386,098
9,154,624

The Saudi Accounting Standards require that the cost of inventory should be determined using the weighted average
method. The management believes that for the finished goods, the first in first out method is more appropriate considering
the nature and the physical flow of the products. Had the Company used the weighted average method, the cost of
inventory would not have been materially different.

7.

INVESTMENTS

The investments at December 31 were:

Shareholding

2005

2004

SR’000

SR’000

33.33
31.28
20.00

586,766
118,292
141,921

546,937
108,118
179,341

25.00
20.00

651,211
1,180,470
188,047
2,866,707
50,000
2,981,391
5,898,098

546,618
911,108
282,694
2,574,816
15,155
100,000
2,689,971

%

Associated companies - (a)
Gulf Petrochemical Industries Co. (GPIC)
Gulf Aluminum Rolling Mills Co. (GARMCO)
National Chemical Carrier Company (NCC)
Power and Water Utilities Company for Jubail
and Yanbu (MARAFIQ)
Aluminum Bahrain BSC (ALBA)
Others
Available for sale securities - (b)
Held to maturity securities - (c)
Yansab (note 2)

(a) The movement of investments in associated companies is as follows:

Balance at the beginning of the year
Additions during the year
Valuation adjustments, net
Balance at the end of the year

2005

2004

SR’000

SR’000

2,574,816
310,231
(18,340)
2,866,707

2,428,075
206,306
(59,565)
2,574,816

NCC and MARAFIQ are incorporated in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. GPIC, GARMCO and ALBA are incorporated in the
Kingdom of Bahrain. Others include investments in associated companies by SABIC Luxembourg S.à.r.l.
(b) Available for sale securities consist of investments in ordinary shares of listed companies and are valued at their fair
value at the balance sheet date.
(c) Held to maturity securities represent investments held by a subsidiary in Saudi Government Development Bonds.
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8. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Construction

Cost
At the beginning of the year
Currency translation adjustment
Additions
Transfers to assets
Disposals
At the end of the year
Depreciation
At the beginning of the year
Currency translation adjustment for accumulated depreciation
Charge for the year
Accumulated depreciation related to assets transferred
Disposals
At the end of the year

Furniture,

work in

Land and

Plant and

fixtures and

progress

buildings

equipment

vehicles

2005

2004

SR’000

SR’000

SR’000

SR’ 000

SR’000

SR’000

5,908,063
(44,318)
6,484,983
(2,215,464)
(26,516)
10,106,748

12,862,649
(90,707)
29,599
255,655
(49,040)
13,008,156

96,225,590
(1,141,905)
2,467,585
824,267
(394,804)
97,980,733

3,035,287
(34,536)
137,741
213,786
(175,866)
3,176,412

118,031,589
(1,311,466)
9,119,908
(921,756)
(646,226)
124,272,049

113,476,165
805,573
4,853,921
(790,509)
(313,561)
118,031,589

-

4,370,564
(34,253)
432,165
(25,841)
4,742,635

47,603,574
(735,310)
4,707,648
(110,307)
(358,167)
51,107,438

2,213,700
(30,149)
206,766
110,020
(175,095)
2,325,242

54,187,838
(799,712)
5,346,579
(287)
(559,103)
58,175,315

48,715,868
428,921
5,369,000
(65,813)
(260,138)
54,187,838

10,106,748
5,908,063

8,265,521
8,492,085

46,873,295
48,622,016

851,170
821,587

66,096,734

Total

Total

Net book amounts
At December 31, 2005
At December 31, 2004

62

63,843,751
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8. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (Continued)

10. OTHER NON-CURRENT ASSETS

The construction in progress mainly represents the expansion of existing plants and new projects being executed by certain subsidiaries. The related commitments are reported in note 27. The finance charges capitalized during the year 2005 amounted
to SR 54 million (2004: SR 62 million).

Other non-current assets at December 31 were:

Land and Buildings include an amount of SR 47.7 million at December 31, 2005 and 2004 representing the cost of freehold land.
The recovery of net book value of assets of Ibn Rushd (a 53.90 % owned subsidiary) which are included in property, plant and
equipment and intangible assets amounting to SR 5.6 billion (2004: SR 6.1 billion) is dependent upon the success of the
future operations of Ibn Rushd.
The plots of land on which plant and related facilities of certain subsidiaries are constructed are leased from the Royal
Commission for Jubail and Yanbu under renewable lease agreements for periods ranging from 20 to 30 years.

Employee loans and home ownership receivables - (a)
Other assets - (b)

2005

2004

SR’000

SR’000

1,190,669
2,149,096
3,339,765

1,007,871
2,507,302
3,515,173

(a) Certain subsidiaries have established employees home ownership programs that offer eligible employees the
opportunity to buy residential units constructed by these subsidiaries. The cost of the land and direct construction
costs are repayable by the employees over a period of 20 years. The ownership of the housing units is transferred to the
employees upon full payment of the amounts due.
(b) Other assets include employees stock grant scheme (note 2), advances to contractors, deferred taxes and others.

Property, plant and equipment of certain subsidiaries are mortgaged to financial institutions as security for term loans (note 14).

11. TRANSACTIONS WITH JOINT VENTURE PARTNERS
9.

INTANGIBLE ASSETS

Intangible assets at December 31 were:

Pre-operating expenses and others, net - (a)
Goodwill, net - (b)

2005

2004

SR’000

SR’000

2,388,987
2,946,051
5,335,038

2,361,868
3,636,778
5,998,646

In the ordinary course of business operations, certain affiliates of SABIC sell their products to joint venture partners in
accordance with the marketing and off take agreements. Sales to joint venture partners amounted to SR 16.3 billion
(2004: SR 10.4 billion). Certain joint venture partners also provide research and technology and other services to
certain SABIC affiliates in conformity with the executed agreements.
See notes 4 and 12, respectively.

12. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
(a) Pre-operating expenses comprise plant commissioning and start up costs. The deferred pre-operating expenses are
amortized over a period of benefit not exceeding 7 years. The total accumulated amortisation at December 31, 2005
amounted to SR 4 billion (2004: SR 3.1 billion).

The accounts payable at December 31 were:

Trade accounts payable
Amounts due to joint venture partners (note 11)

(b) Goodwill represents the excess of consideration paid over the fair value of net assets acquired:
2005

2004

SR’000

SR’000

Cost
At the beginning of the year
Exchange differences
At the end of the year

4,248,960
(528,320)
3,720,640

3,986,002
262,958
4,248,960

Amortisation
At the beginning of the year
Exchange differences
Provided during the year
At the end of the year

612,182
(73,308)
235,715
774,589

320,078
24,032
268,072
612,182

2,946,051

3,636,778

Net book value as at December 31
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2005

2004

SR’000

SR’000

7,759,961
21,757
7,781,718

8,248,258
50,202
8,298,460

13. SHORT TERM BANK FACILITIES
The short term bank facilities at December 31, 2005, which bear finance charges at prevailing market rates, amounted
to approximately SR 352 million (2004: SR 483 million). The Company had unused credit facilities at December 31,
2005 of SR 1.7 billion (2004: SR 2.2 billion).
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14. LONG TERM LOANS

16. OTHER NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

The long term loans at December 31 were:

Public Investment Fund (PIF)
Saudi Industrial Development Fund (SIDF)
Commercial loans
Less: Current portion
Non-current portion

The other non-current liabilities at December 31 were:
2005

2004

2005

2004

SR’000

SR’000

SR’000

SR’000

6,257,974
1,172,904
21,938,566
29,369,444
(6,352,264)
23,017,180

6,395,431
1,427,704
25,519,905
33,343,040
(6,050,315)
27,292,725

3,519,633
248,784
103,328
2,892,902
6,764,647

3,228,467
220,699
229,077
1,288,464
4,966,707

Employees’ end of service benefits
Employees’ thrift plan
Employees’ early retirement plan
Other liabilities

Other liabilities include obligation under capital lease, deferred taxes and other non-current payables.
The PIF loans are generally repayable in semi annual installments and finance charges on these loans are at varying rates above LIBOR.

17. SHARE CAPITAL
The SIDF loans are repayable in semi annual installments commencing on various dates. The administration fees related to
such loans paid in advance were capitalized as part of the plant construction costs.
The commercial loans are repayable in conformity with the varying repayment terms set out in the applicable loan
agreements. The financial charges are payable in accordance with the terms set out in the applicable loan agreements.

18. RESERVES
Statutory Reserve

The aggregate repayment schedule of long term loans is as follows:
2005

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
Thereafter
Total

The share capital is divided into 400 million shares of SR 50 each (2004: 300 million shares). The General Assembly in
its meeting held on Rabi Al Awal 7, 1426 (April 16, 2005) approved to increase the share capital by issuing one bonus
share for every three shares held.

2004

SR’000

SR’000

6,352,264
9,447,327
4,067,346
2,695,588
2,332,647
4,474,272
29,369,444

6,050,315
5,861,442
10,031,950
3,417,784
2,487,506
1,761,166
3,732,877
33,343,040

As required by The Saudi Arabian Regulations for Companies, 10% of the annual net income must be transferred to the
statutory reserve. The Company may resolve to discontinue such transfers when the reserve equals 50% of the share
capital. The reserve is not available for distribution.

Other Reserves
In accordance with SABIC's byelaws, the General Assembly can establish other reserves as an appropriation of retained
earnings. Such reserves can be increased or decreased by a resolution of the shareholders. Such reserves are available
for distribution.

19. ADMINISTRATION AND MARKETING EXPENSES
The administration and marketing expenses during the year ended December 31 comprised:

15. ACCRUED LIABILITIES AND PROVISIONS
The accrued liabilities and provisions at December 31 were:

Zakat and tax provision
Accrued liabilities and other provisions
Dividend payable
Other liabilities
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2005

2004

SR’000

SR’000

3,291,800
2,319,407
616,425
1,233,807
7,461,439

2,286,236
3,326,531
337,989
1,184,451
7,135,207

Employees’ cost
Selling and marketing
Depreciation and amortization
Administrative services

2005

2004

SR’000

SR’000

930,288
1,276,497
394,127
1,313,440
3,914,352

902,081
1,198,981
324,194
1,004,238
3,429,494
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20. OTHER INCOME

23. SEGMENT INFORMATION

The other income during the year ended December 31 comprised:
2005

Earnings on bank deposits
Equity in earnings of associated companies, net
Exchange differences, net
Miscellaneous

2004

SR’000

SR’000

1,141,012
526,168
(487,220)
57,468
1,237,428

486,532
331,995
445,294
35,378
1,299,199

21. ZAKAT

There are no significant inter segment revenues between the petrochemicals and the metal segments.

2005

During 2005, DZIT finalized the assessments on the unconsolidated financial statements of SABIC up to December 31, 2002.
SABIC has contested these assessments and has discussed them with the preliminary objection committee which has not yet
issued its opinion.
In the opinion of the management, adequate provision has been made for any liability to the DZIT that may arise from the
decision of the preliminary objection committee.
The following is the movement of the zakat provision for the years ended December 31:

Balance at the beginning of the year
Less: Payments during the year, net
Add: Current year provision
Balance at the end of the year

The segment information is provided based on the following three segments:
• the petrochemicals segment, includes basic chemicals, intermediates, PVC and polyesters, polyolefins and fertilizer
products
• the metals segment, consists of steel products and investments in aluminium production facilities
• the corporate segment, includes the corporate operations, and research and technology centers.

2005

2004

SR’000

SR’000

1,313,018
(331,019)
750,000
1,731,999

1,239,207
(376,189)
450,000
1,313,018

22. EARNINGS PER SHARE
The earnings per share are calculated based on the number of outstanding shares at the end of the year. The outstanding
number of shares at December 31, 2005 was 400 million shares (400 million shares at December 31, 2004 adjusted
retroactively by the issue of bonus shares). The comparative earnings per share for 2004 has been adjusted retroactively to
reflect the effect of the bonus shares issued in 2005.

Sales
Gross profit
Net income
Total assets
Total liabilities
2004
Sales
Gross profit
Net income
Total assets
Total liabilities

Petrochemicals

Metals

Corporate

Total

SR’000

SR’000

SR’000

SR’000

66,638,178
28,816,673
14,757,787
86,951,135
27,309,785

7,193,152
2,282,748
1,874,290
14,475,961
5,287,933

59,469,635
22,508,785
11,519,590
80,959,837
30,886,097

6,572,630
2,631,948
2,395,986
11,708,257
4,309,775

4,422,206 78,253,536
1,984,909 33,084,330
2,527,608 19,159,685
35,523,384 136,950,480
19,131,225 51,728,943

2,496,811
1,793,705
298,112
32,276,552
19,031,071

68,539,076
26,934,438
14,213,688
124,944,646
54,226,943

A substantial portion of SABIC’s operating assets are located in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The principal markets for
SABIC petrochemical products are Europe, the Middle East, and Asia Pacific. While the corporate activities are in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the metals segment sales are mainly in Saudi Arabia and Gulf Cooperative Council Countries. It
is not practicable to summarise the sales of the petrochemicals segment by geographic areas.

24. RISK MANAGEMENT
Financial instruments carried on the balance sheet principally include cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable
and other assets, bank borrowings, accounts payable and accrued and other current liabilities.
Credit Risk is the risk that one party will fail to discharge an obligation and will cause the other party to incur a
financial loss. The Company has no significant concentration of credit risk. Cash is substantially placed with national
banks with sound credit ratings. Trade accounts receivable are carried net of provision for doubtful debts.
Interest Rate Risk is the risk that the value of financial instruments will fluctuate due to changes in the market interest
rates. The Company has no significant interest bearing long term assets, but has interest bearing liabilities at 31 December
2005. The Company manages its borrowings made at floating rates by using interest rate swaptions (note 25), which have
the economic effect of converting borrowings from floating rates to fixed rates. The interest rate swaptions, when
exercised, provide the Company with the right to agree with the counter party to exchange, at specified intervals, the
difference between fixed contract rates and floating interest amounts, calculated by reference to the agreed notional
principal amounts.
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Liquidity Risk is the risk that the Company will encounter difficulty in raising funds to meet commitments associated with
financial instruments. Liquidity risk may result from an inability to sell a financial asset quickly at an amount close to its fair value.
Liquidity risk is managed by monitoring on a regular basis that sufficient funds are available to meet any future commitments.
Currency Risk is the risk that the value of financial instruments will fluctuate due to changes in foreign exchange rates.
Management monitors the fluctuations in currency exchange rates and manages its effect on the consolidated financial
statements accordingly.
Fair Value is the amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled between knowledgeable willing parties in
an arm’s length transaction. As the Company’s consolidated financial instruments are compiled under the historical cost
convention, differences can arise between the book values and fair value estimates. Management believes that the fair value of
the Company’s consolidated financial assets and liabilities are not materially different from their carrying values.

25. DERIVATIVES

Operating Lease Commitments
Commitments under non-cancelable operating leases with initial terms of greater than one year are as follows:

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
Thereafter
Total

The Board of Directors has proposed on Dhul Hijjah 17, 1426 (December 19, 2005) to distribute cash dividends of SR 9,200 million
(SR 23 per share) for the year ended December 31, 2005 including interim cash dividends of SR 3,200 million (SR 8 per share)
which was previously approved by the Board of Directors on Rabie Al-Thani 29, 1426 (June 6, 2005) and distributed.
The Board of Directors, in its meeting held on Safar 5, 1427 (March 5, 2006), approved the consolidated financial statements
and proposed the appropriation of the net income for the year ended December 31, 2005 as follows:
• payment of SR 1.4 million as Board of Directors’ remuneration
• transfer the remaining balance to the general reserve

2004
SR’000

370,924
414,272
417,146
417,944
3,341,260
4,961,546

221,721
263,224
330,614
293,325
293,325
1,707,570
3,109,779

Obligations under Capital Leases
Commitments under capital leases with initial terms of greater than one year are as follows:

The Company entered into interest rate swap agreements and swaption arrangements to hedge the volatility in interest rates
related to loans outstanding at year end amounting to SR 13.2 billion (2004: SR 10.6 billion).

26. APPROVAL OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND APPROPRIATION OF NET INCOME

2005
SR’000

2006
2007
2008
2009
Thereafter
Total

2005

2004

SR’000

SR’000

82,620
82,620
82,620
82,620
1,273,725
1,604,205

-

28. CONTINGENCIES
The Company is involved in litigation matters in the ordinary course of business, which are being defended. While the
ultimate results of these matters cannot be determined with certainty, management does not expect that they will have
a material adverse effect on the consolidated financial statements of the Company.

The above are subject to the approval of the shareholders at the Annual General Meeting.

27. COMMITMENTS
Capital Commitments
The Company’s commitment for capital expenditures at December 31, 2005 amounted to SR 36.1 billion (2004: SR 19.2 billion).

The Company’s bankers have issued, on its behalf, bank guarantees amounting to SR 1.5 billion (2004: SR 2.7 billion) in
the normal course of business.

29. COMPARATIVE FIGURES
Certain of the prior year figures have been re-classified to conform with the current year’s presentation.
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Wallhamn
Rotterdam
Antwerp

Gainsborough
Redditch
Felixstowe
Düsseldorf
Paris
New York Harbor
Little Ferry
Wilmington
New Orleans
Houston

Barcelona

Copenhagen
Prague

Warsaw
Gelsenkirchen
Geleen
Sittard
Essen
Bologna
Milan
Livorno
Gebze
Lavera
Istanbul
Malta
Beirut

Ulsan

New Delhi
Vadodara
Mumbai

Cairo

Seoul

Tokyo

Shanghai
Taipei
Hong Kong
Manila

Chennai

Singapore
Jakarta

Durban

Dammam
Qassim

Al-Jubail
Manama
Dubai

Yanbu
Riyadh
Jeddah

SABIC Headquarters
Saudi Arabia, Riyadh

SABIC Research
and Technology
India, Vadodara, Gujarat
The Netherlands, Geleen
Saudi Arabia, Al-Jubail
Saudi Arabia, Riyadh,
USA, New Jersey, Little Ferry
USA, Texas, Houston
SABIC Manufacturing Sites
Bahrain, Manama
Germany, Gelsenkirchen
The Netherlands, Geleen
Saudi Arabia, Dammam
Saudi Arabia, Al-Jubail
Saudi Arabia, Yanbu
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SABIC International Subsidiaries
and Sales Ofﬁces
Lebanon, Beirut
China, Shanghai
The Netherlands, Sittard
China, Shekou
Philippines, Manila
China, Hong Kong
Poland, Warsaw
Czech Republic, Prague
Spain, Barcelona
Denmark, Copenhagen
Singapore
England, Redditch
South Korea, Seoul
France, Paris
Taiwan, Taipei
Germany, Düsseldorf
Turkey, Istanbul
Germany, Essen
United Arab Emirates, Dubai
Italy, Milan
USA, Houston, Texas
India, Chennai
India, Mumbai
India, New Delhi
Japan, Tokyo

Distribution and Storage Facilities
Belgium, Antwerp
Saudi Arabia , Al-Qassim
China, Hong Kong
Saudi Arabia, Riyadh
China, Shanghai
Saudi Arabia, Jeddah
England, Gainsborough
Saudi Arabia, Al-Jubail
England, Felixstowe
Saudi Arabia, Yanbu
France, Lavera
South Africa, Durban
Italy, Bologna
South Korea, Ulsan
Italy, Livorno
Singapore
Indonesia, Jakarta
Turkey, Gebze
Malta
Turkey, Istanbul
The Netherlands, Rotterdam USA, Houston, Texas
Spain, Barcelona
USA, New York Harbor
Sweden, Wallhamn
USA, New Orleans, Louisiana
Saudi Arabia, Dammam
USA, Wilmington, North Carolina

Logistic Hubs in Europe
Katoen Natie Bulkterminals
Haandorpweg 1, Quay 1227
B-9130 Kallo Belgium
De Rijke N.V.
Amsterdamstraat 30
Transportzone Meer
2321 Hoogstraten België
COGEFRIN S.p.A.
Via G. Di Vittorio, 21/C
40013 Castelmaggiore
(Bologna) Italy

Katoen Natie Iberica S.L.
Avinguda de les puntes S/N
Polígono Industrial de constantí
SP-43120 Constantí
(Tarragona) Spain
Nordic Bulkers AB
Wallhamns Hamn
SE-471 99 Vallhamn
Sweden
Debach Enterprises
Clopton, Woodbridge,
Suffolk IP13 6QT -UK
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Basic Chemicals

Intermediates

Polyolefins

PVC and Ployester

Fertilizers

Metals

SABIC MANUFACTURING COMPANIES

AR-RAZI Saudi Methanol Company
Al-Jubail
A 50/50 SABIC joint venture formed in
1971 with a consortium of Japanese
companies led by Mitsubishi Gas
Chemical Company
Date Established 1400 H (1979)
On-Stream Date 1403 H (1983)
Feed Stocks
Methane
Products
Chemical Grade Methanol
Company
Location
Partnership

Company
Location
Partnership

KEMYA Al-Jubail Petrochemical Company
Al-Jubail
A 50/50 SABIC joint venture with Exxon
Mobil (USA)
Date Established 1400 H (1980)
On-Stream Date 1403 H (1985)
Feed Stocks
Ethane, Propane
Products
Polyethylene, Ethylene

Company
Location
Partnership

PETROKEMYA Arabian Petrochemical
Company
Location
Al-Jubail
Partnership
A wholly owned affiliate of SABIC
Date Established 1401 H (1981)
On-Stream Date 1405 H (1985)
Feed Stocks
Ethane, Styrene, Propane, Butane,
Light Naphtha
Products
Ethylene, Polystyrene, Butene-1,
Propylene, Natural Gasoline Butadiene,
Benzene

Company
Location
Partnership

Company
AL-BAYRONI Al-Jubail Fertilizer Company
Al-Jubail
A 50/50 SABIC joint venture formed in
1971 with Taiwan Fertilizer Company
Date Established 1400 H (1979)
On-Stream Date 1403 H (1983)
Feed Stocks
Methane, Propylene
Products
Ammonia, Urea, 2-Ethyl Hexanol,
DOP1385
Company
Location
Partnership

IBN SINA National Methanol Company
Al-Jubail
SABIC (50%), Hoechst-Celanese – USA
(25%), Duke Energy – USA (25%)
Date Established 1401 H (1981)
On-Stream Date 1405 H (1981)
Feed Stocks
Methane, Butane
Products
Chemical Grade Methanol, MTBE

SHARQ Eastern Petrochemical Company
Al-Jubail
A 50/50 SABIC joint venture with a con
sortium of Japanese companies led by
Mitsubishi Corporation
Date Established 1401 H (1981)
On-Stream Date 1405 H (1985)
Feed Stocks
Ethylene
Products
Linear Low Density Polyethylene (LLDPE),
Ethylene Glycol

TAYF Ibn Hayyan Plastic Products
Company
Location
Al-Jubail
Partnership
SABIC (57.17%), Industrial and
Commercial Agencies Company
(30.83%), Saudi Industrial Development
Company (TATWEER10%), Saudi Ceramic
Company (2%)
Date Established 1417 H (1996)
On-Stream Date 1420 H (1999)
Feed Stocks
Polyvinyl Chloride
Products
Plastic Boards, Wall Covering, Artificial
Leather, Dioctyl Phthalate, Book Binding
products

YANPET Saudi Yanbu Petrochemical
Company
Location
Yanbu
Partnership
A 50/50 SABIC joint venture with Exxon
Mobil (USA)
Date Established 1400 H (1980)
On-Stream Date 1405 H (1985)
Feed Stocks
Ethane LPG, Light Naphtha
Products
Ethylene, Polyethylene, Ethylene Glycol
Company

IBN ZAHR Saudi European
Petrochemical Company
Location
Al-Jubail
Partnership
SABIC (70%), Neste Oy-Finland (10%),
Ecofuel-Italy (10%), Arab Petroleum
Investment Corporation APICORP (10%)
Date Established 1405 H (1984)
On-Stream Date 1408 H (1988)
Chemical Grade Methanol, Butane, Propylene
Feed Stocks
Products
MTBE, Polypropylene
Company

Company
IBN AL-BAYTAR Safco National
Chemical Fertilizer Co.
Location
Al-Jubail
Partnership
50/50 SABIC joint venture with SAFCO
Date Established 1405 H (1985)
On-Stream Date 1407 H (1987)
Feed Stocks
Methane, Phosphoric Acid
Products
Ammonia, Urea, Compound Fertilizer
Company

GAS National Industrial Gases Company
Al-Jubail
SABIC (70%) and a group of Saudi
Arabian producers and Yanbu industrial
gases (30%)
Date Established 1403 H (1983)
On-Stream Date 1404 H (1984)
Feed Stocks
Air
Products
Oxygen, Nitrogen, Argon, Krypton-Xenon
Company
Location
Partnership

Company
Location
Partnership
Date Established
On-Stream Date
Feed Stocks
Products
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HADEED Saudi Iron and Steel Company
Al-Jubail
A wholly owned affiliate of SABIC
1399 H (1979)
1403 H (1983)
Iron Ore, Scrap Iron and Steel
Steel Rebar, Wire Rod, Steel Sections,
Flat Steel

IBN RUSHD Arabian Industrial Fibers
Company
Location
Yanbu
Partnership
SABIC (51.7%) and 15 Saudi Arabian and
Regional private sector partners
Date Established 1413 H (1993)
On-Stream Date 1416 H (1995)
Feed Stocks
Ethylene Glycol, Butane
Products
Aromatics (Xylenes and Benzene),
Purified Terephthalic Acid (PTA), Polyester
Textile Chips, Textile Staple, Bottle Grade
Chips, Carpet Staple
Company

SADAF Saudi Petrochemical Company
Al-Jubail
A 50/50 SABIC joint venture with Pecten
Arabian, a subsidiary of Shell Oil Co. (USA)
Date Established 1400 H (1980)
On-Stream Date 1405 H (1985)
Feed Stocks
Ethane, Salt, Benzene, Methanol, Butane
Products
Ethylene, Crude Industrial Ethanol,
Styrene, Caustic Soda, Ethylene
Dichloride, MTBE
Company
Location
Partnership

UNITED Jubail United Petrochemical
Company
Location
Al-Jubail
Partnership
A wholly owned affiliate of SABIC
Date Established 1421 H (2001)
On-Stream Date 1425 H (2004)
Feed Stocks
Ethane
Products
Ethylene, Polyethylene, Ethylene Glycol
(EG), Linear Alpha Olefins (LAO)
Company

ALBA Aluminum Bahrain
Bahrain
Bahrain (77%), Brenton Investments,
Germany (3%)
Date Established 1388 H (1968)
On-Stream Date 1391 H (1971)
Feed Stocks
Aluminum
Products
Aluminum (liquid metal, ingots, rolling
stabs, billet)
Company
Location
Partnership

GPIC Gulf Petrochemical Industries
Company
Location
Bahrain
Partnership
Joint venture with equal partnership for
the Petrochemical Industries Company
of Kuwait, the State of Bahrain and SABIC
Date Established 1399 H (1979)
On-Stream Date 1405 H (1985)
Feed Stocks
Methane
Products
Methanol, Ammonia, Urea
Company

GARMCO Gulf Aluminum Rolling Mill
Company
Location
Bahrain
Partnership
Kuwait (16.97%), Bahrain (38.36%), Iraq
(4.12%), Oman (2.06%), Qatar (2.06%),
Gulf Investment Corporation (5.15%),
and SABIC (31.28%)
Date Established 1401 H (1981)
On-Stream Date 1405 H (1985)
Feed Stocks
Aluminum
Products
Aluminum Sheets and Can Stocks
Company

SAFCO Saudi Arabian Fertilizer Company
Dammam
SABIC (41%), SAFCO Employees (10%),
Private Saudi Arabian Company and
Al-Jubail Shareholders (49%)
Date Established 1384H (1965)
On-Stream Date 1969 and 1993
Feed Stocks
Methane, Sulfur
Products
Ammonia, Urea, Sulfuric Acid,
Melamine
Company
Location
Partnership

YANSAB (Under formation)
Yanbu National Petrochemical Company
Location
Yanbu
Partnership
A wholly-owned affiliate of SABIC
On-Stream Date 1429 H (2008)
Feed Stocks
Ethane, Propane
Products
Ethylene, Propylene, Ethylene Glycol,
Linear Low Density Polyethylene (LLDPE),
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE),
Polypropylene, Butene-1 and Butane-2,
Benzene, Xylene, MTBE, Toluene and
Xylene Mixture.

Company
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Bahrain
ALBA. Aluminum Bahrain
(Regional Joint Venture)
P.O.Box 570, Manama.
Bahrain.
T
(973) 17 830-000.
F
(973) 17 662-120.
Tlx 8253 ALBA BNGPIC.
Gulf Petrochemical Industrial
Co. (Regional Joint Venture)
P.O.Box 26730, Manama.
Bahrain.
T
(973) 17 731-777.
F
(973) 17 731-047.
Tlx 9897 KEMIA BN
E gpic@gpic.com
Belgium
SABIC Belgium N.V.
P.O. Box 5151
6130 PD Sittard
The Netherlands
T
+31 46 4773870
F
+31 46 477 3829
www.sabic-europe.com
Czech Republic
SABIC Central Europe
V Sadech 4
160 00 Praha 6-Bubenec
Czech Republic
T
+420 224 324 968
F
+420 224 321 918
China
SABIC Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd.
Shanghai Representative Office
Suite 3304, Jin Mao Tower
88 Century Blvd.,
Pudong New Area
Shanghai 200121
Peoples Republic of China
T
+(86 21) 5047 5688
T
+(86 21) 5047 2588
E
sappl-sro@sabic.com.cn
Denmark, Sweden, Norway
and Finland
SABIC Nordic A/S
Bregneroedvej 132-2970
DK-3460 Birkeroed
Denmark
T
+45 4582 8245
F
+45 4582 0103
www.sabic-europe.com
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Egypt
SABIC Egypt
Arcadia Building, Al-Neel Building
Eighth floor
P.O. Box 14, 116240, Al-Sabtiah
Cairo
Egypt
T
+202 580 6640
F
+ 202 580 6640

SABIC Research & Technology
Pvt. Ltd. (SRTPL)
Plot No. 5 & 6, Savli GIDC Estate
Savli- Vadodara Highway
Manjusar 391 775, Dist.
Vadodara, India
T
(91) 2667 264 521
F
(91) 2667 264 245
E
mransari@sabicind.com

France
SABIC France S.A.S.
SABIC France sa
Le Monge
22, place des Vosges
La Défense 5
92979 Paris la Défense Cedex
France
T
+ 33 (0) 1 41978300
F
+ 33 (0) 1 41978301
www.sabic-europe.com

Japan
SABIC Japan Ltd
Yurakucho Denki Building
4th Floor, South Tower
Yurakucho 1- 7-1, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 100-0006
Japan
T +81 (0) 3 3284 3900
F +81 (0) 3 3284 3866
E
Wsjl@sabic.co.jp

Germany
SABIC Deutschland GmbH &
Co. KG
Tersteegenstrasse 77
Postlach 10 48 65
D-40039 Düsseldorf
Germany
T
+49 211 1714000
F
+49 211 17140101
www.sabic-europe.com
Hong Kong
SABIC Hong Kong Ltd
Suite 1418,
Two Pacific Place
88 Queensway
Hong Kong
T
+852 2524 6161
F
+852 2868 0131
E
shkl@sabic.com.hk
Italy
SABIC Italia SPA
Via San Clemente 1
20122 Milano
Italia
T
+39 02 85974402
F
+39 02 8646 5421
www.sabic-europe.com
India
SABIC INDIA Pvt. Ltd.
5th Floor, The Capital Court
Olof Palme Marg, Munirka,
New Delhi 110067
India
T
+(91-11) 2671 3121 / 22 / 23 / 24
T
+(91-11) 2671 3125 / 26
E
sipl@sabicindia.com

Netherlands
SABIC Europe B.V.
P.O. Box 5151
6130 PD Sittard
Geleen, The Netherlands
T
+31 46 4767 000
F
+31 46 4760 530
E
info@sabic-europe.com
www.sabic-europe.com
Philippines
SABIC Asia Pacific Pte LTD.
Philippine Representative Office
Unit 38-F, 38th Floor
Philamlife Tower
8767 Paseo de Roxas
Makati City 1226
Philippines
T
+(63-2) 885 0497
F
+(63-2) 885 0294
E
sappl-pro@sabic.com.ph
Poland
SABIC Poland
02-135 Warszawa
ul. Ilzecka 26 E
T
+ 48 22 5757180
T
+ 48 22 5757077
F
+ 48 22 5757410
Singapore
SABIC Asia Pacific Pte., Ltd.
9 Raffles Place
55-01 Republic Plaza
Singapore 048619
T
+65 6557 2555
F
+65 6557 2557
E
sappl@sabic.com.sg

South Korea
SABIC Korea Ltd
2022 Korea World Trade Center
159 Samsung-dong, Gangnamgu
Seoul 135-729
South Korea
T
+82 (0) 2 551 2247 / 48 / 49
F
+82 (0) 2 551 2254
E
skl@sabic.co.kr
Saudi Arabia
Saudi Basic Industries
Corporation (HQ)
P.O. Box 5101
Riyadh 11422
Saudi Arabia
T
+966 (0) 1 225 8000
F
+966 (0) 1 225 9000
www.sabic.com
Al-Jubail office
P.O. Box 10040
Al-Jubail 31961
T
+966 (0) 3 347 7200
F
+966 (0) 3 341 1552
Tlx 832165 SABMRK SJ
SABTANK
SABIC Terminal Services Co.
P.O. Box 10135
Al-Jubail 31961
T
+966 (0) 3 357 9000
F
+966 (0) 3 357 9111
Yanbu office
P.O. Box 30382
Yanbu
T
+966 (0) 4 321 1660
F
+966 (0) 4 321 1754
Tlx 662375 SABMRK SJ
Dammam office
P.O. Box 2629
Dammam 31461
T
+966 (0) 3 847 2333
F
+966 (0) 3 847 2016
Tlx 801661 SABIC SJ
Qassim office
P.O. Box 5027
Al-Qassim
T
+966 (0) 6 322 0990
+966 (0) 6 322 0880
F
+966 (0) 6 322 0376
Jeddah office
P.O. Box 30204
Jeddah 21477
T
+966 (0) 2 635 2802
F
+966 (0) 2 636 2561

AR-RAZI
Saudi Methanol Co.
P.O. Box 10065
Jubail Industrial City 31961
Saudi Arabia
T
+966 (0) 3 357 7800
F
+966 (0) 3 358 5552
Tlx 832174 ARRAZI SJ
E
arrazi@arrazi.sabic.com
AL-BAYRONI
Al-Jubail Fertilizer Co.
P.O. Box 10046
Al-Jubail 31961
Saudi Arabia
T
+966 (0) 3 341 64 88
F
+966 (0) 3 341 7122
Tlx 832024 SAMAD SJ
albayroni@albayroni.sabic.com
E
IBN AL-BAYTAR
National Chemical Fertilizer Co.
P.O. Box 10283
Al-Jubail 31961
Saudi Arabia
T
+966 (0) 3 341 9988
F
+966 (0) 3 341 5894
Tlx 832158 BAYTAR SJ
E
report@safco.net
GAS
National Industrial Gases Co.
P.O. Box 10110
Al-Jubail 31961
Saudi Arabia
T
(03) 357 5738
F
(03) 358 8880
E
hussainaa@gas.sabic.com
HADEED
Saudi Iron & Steel Co.
P.O. Box 10053
Al-Jubail 31961
Saudi Arabia
T
+966 (0) 3 357 1100
F
+966 (0) 3 358 5000
www.hadeed.com.sa
KEMYA
Al-Jubail Petrochemical Co.
P.O. Box 10084
Al-Jubail 31961
Saudi Arabia
T
+966 (0) 3 357 6000
F
+966 (0) 3 358 7858
Tlx 832058 KEMYA SJ
E
kemya@kemya.sabic.com
PETROKEMYA
Arabian Petrochemical Co.
P.O. Box 10002
Al-Jubail 31961
Saudi Arabia

T
F
Tlx
E

(03) 358 7000
(03) 358 4480
832116 PETKEM SJ
petrokemya@
petrokemya.sabic.com

IBN RUSHD
Arabian Industrial Fiber Co.
P.O. Box 30701
Yanbu 21441
Saudi Arabia
T
(04) 396 0965
F
(04) 321 8008
Tlx 662406 RUSHD SJ
E
ibnrushd@ibnrushd.sabic.com
SADAF
Saudi Petrochemical Co.
P.O. Box 10025
Al-Jubail 31961
Saudi Arabia
T
+966 (0) 3 357 3000
F
+966 (0) 3 357 3343
Tlx 832032 SADAF SJ
E
info@sadaf.sabic.com
SAFCO
Saudi Arabian Fertilizer Co.
P.O. Box 553
Dammam 31421
Saudi Arabia
T
+966 (0) 3 857 5011
F
+966 (0) 3 857 4311
Tlx 870117 SAFCO SJ
E
report@safco.net
IBN SINA
National Methanol Co.
P.O. Box 10003
Jubail Industrial City 31961
Saudi Arabia
T
+966 (0) 3 340 5500
F
+966 (0) 3 340 5604
SHARQ
Eastern Petrochemical Co.
P.O. Box 10035
Al-Jubail 31961
Saudi Arabia
T
(03) 357 5000
F
(03) 358 0385
Tlx 832037 SHACO SJ
E
sharq@sharq.sabic.com
TAYF
Ibn Hayyan Plastic Products
Company
P.O. Box 10273
Al-Jubail 31961
Saudi Arabia
T
(03) 358 4000
F
(03) 358 7577
E
tayf@sabic.com

UNITED
Jubail United Petrochemical Co.
P.O. Box 10085
Al-Jubail 31961
Saudi Arabia
T
+966 (0) 3 359 5000
F
+966 (0) 3 35 87752
YANSAB (Under formation)
Yanbu National
Petrochemical Company
P.O. Box 31396
Yanbu Industrial City
Yanbu 21477
Saudi Arabia
T
+966 (0) 4 3254444
F
+966 (0) 4 3256666
YANPET
Saudi Yanpet Petrochemical Co.
P.O. Box 30333
Yanbu 21441
Saudi Arabia
T
+966 (0) 4 321 8000
F
+966 (0) 4 321 8008
Tlx 662359 YANP SJ
E
info@yanpet.sabic.com
IBN ZAHR
Saudi European Petrochemical
Co.
Jubail Industrial City 31961
Saudi Arabia
T
(03) 341 5060
F
(03) 341 2966
E
info@ibnzahr.sabic.com
Research & Technology
P.O. Box 42503
Riyadh 11551
Saudi Arabia
T
+966 (0) 1 265 3333
F
+966 (0) 1 265 1101
Technical Services Laboratory
T
+966 (0) 1 265 1661
F
+966 (0) 1 265 1686
Spain
SABIC Marketing Iberica S.A.,
Sociedad Unipersonal
Edificio Euro-3
Frederic Mompou 5. Plaute 7
E-08960 SANT JUST DESVERN
Barcelona
Spain
T +34 93 470 30 60
F +34 93 473 64 36 / +34 93
322 13 07
www.sabic-europe.com

Taiwan
SABIC Asia Pacific Pte Ltd.
Taiwan Representative Office
SABIC Asia Pacific Pte Ltd.
Unit D, 5th Floor
Hung Tai Center
No. 170 Tun Hwa N. Road
Taipei, Taiwan, ROC
T
+886 2 2545 0300
F
+886 2 2545 0199
E
sappl-tbo@sabic.com.tw
Turkey
SABIC Turkey
Buyukdere Caddesi No. 171
Metrocity Is Merkezi A-Blok
23.Kat
343301 Levent/Istanbul
Turkey
T
+90 212 385 0400
F
+90 212 385 0410
United Arab Emirates
SABIC U. A. E.
P.O. Box 25892
4th Floor, API World Tower
Sheikh Zayed Road
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
T
+971 4 332 2210
F
+971 4 332 2218
E
uae@sabic.com
United Kingdom and Ireland
SABIC UK Ltd.
Papermill Drive
REDDITCH, WORCS. B98 8QJ
United Kingdom
T
+44 1527 590570
F
+44 1527 590577
www.sabic-europe.com
United States of America
SABIC Americas, Inc.
Suit 650, Destec Tower
2500 City West Boulevard
Houston, TX 77042
U. S. A.
T
+1 713 532 4999
F
+1 713 532 4994
E
info@sabicamericas.com
www.sabicamericas.com
SABIC Technology Center
1600 Industrial Blvd.
Sugarland, Texas 77478
USA
T
+1 281 2075500
F
+1 281 2075550
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